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Abstract
Even though car sharing is already a widespread business concept and part of the shared
mobility approach shaping the future of the automotive industry to some extent, the in-
corporation of ride pooling within the car sharing framework is not yet a fixed component
of the existing models. Hence, the purpose of this thesis is to investigate the potential of
including the possibility of ride sharing in terms of fleet size, cost and profit optimization
for a free floating car sharing model. This is done by building three different mathematical
models and extending them by certain cost parameters. One of the three mentioned models
is the Ride Share Matching approach, which focuses more on the actual ride sharing process
than on a real business case with respect to a company. The latter is then covered by the
other two approaches, namely the Dial-a-Ride-Problem and a modification of it with better
running time called the Task Graph model. Test runs on those three models with randomly
generated instances show that the potential of ride sharing is undoubtedly existent.

Sammanfattning
Även om samåkning redan är en utbredd affärsidé och en del av Shared-Mobility strategin
som bland annat formar bilindustrins framtid, är införandet av samåkning inom Carsharing
strukturen fortfarande inte en del av de befintliga modellerna. Därför är syftet med denna
studie att undersöka möjligheten att inkludera samåkning i termer av att optimera med av
seende på bilpoolens storlek, kostnad och vinst. Detta uppnås genom att skapa tre olika
matematiska modeller och utöka dem med vissa kostnadsparametrar. En av de tre mod-
ellerna som nämns är Ride-Share-Matching strategin som fokuserar mer på själva processen
att göra en bilpool än på ett riktigt affärsscenario baserat på ett företag. Den senare täcks av
de övriga två modellerna, nämligen Dial-a-Ride problemet och en modifiering med kortare
körtid som vi kallar Task-Graph modell. Tester med dessa tre modeller på slumpmässigt
generade instanser visar att möjligheten för samåkning otvivelaktigt existerar.

Zusammenfassung
Obwohl Carsharing bereits ein weitverbreitetes Geschäftskonzept und Teil des Shared-Mobility-
Ansatzes ist, der unter anderem die Zukunft der heutigen Automobilindustrie prägt, ist
das Einbeziehen von Fahrgemeinschaften innerhalb des Carsharing-Gefüges noch kein fes-
ter Bestandteil der existierenden Modelle. Daher ist die Zielsetzung dieser Arbeit darauf
ausgerichtet, das Potential der Möglichkeit zur Einbeziehung von Fahrgemeinschaften in
Sachen Flottengrößen-, Kosten- und Gewinnoptimierung zu untersuchen. Dies wird durch
das Erstellen von drei verschiedenen mathematischen Modellen und deren Erweiterung durch
bestimmte Kostenparameter erreicht. Eins der drei erwähnten Modelle ist der Ride-Share-
Matching-Ansatz, der sich mehr auf den tatsächlichen Vorgang des Fahrgemeinschaftbildens
fokussiert als auf ein reales Geschäftsszenario anhand eines Unternehmens. Letzteres wird
dann durch die anderen beiden Ansätze abgedeckt, nämlich durch das Dial-a-Ride-Problem
und eine Abänderung von diesem mit besserer Laufzeit, das wir Task-Graph-Modell nen-
nen. Testläufe mit diesen drei Modellen auf zufällig generierten Instanzen zeigen, dass das



Potential von Fahrgemeinschaften zweifelsohne existiert.
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Introduction Daniel Müller

1 Introduction
Nowadays, car sharing is already a well established chance of using vehicles in a more efficient
and eco-friendly way. The positive aspects of car sharing reach from individual benefits of
using a car without the cost of owning one to social benefits such as reducing carbon dioxide
emission or saving parking space [SSW98]. One can imagine that this is not only a lucrative
opportunity for long-distance rides, e.g. from Munich to Berlin. Especially the city areas
become more and more crowded by cars, and studies like [C+04] in the case of New York
have shown that emissions from motor vehicles constitute a significant part of urban air pol-
lution. Hence, several providers like car2go [Car16] have specialized in car sharing services
for urban areas.

In general, there are several ways of operating a car sharing service, ranging from private
providers offering their own car up to large companies like car2go running a whole network
with their own vehicle fleet. This thesis will focus on a company’s point of view and attempt
to determine how to optimally organize this fleet of cars. But what are the parameters that
can be changed in order to optimize a car sharing service? And even more basic: What is
the optimal solution for a car sharing provider? In order to answer these questions, we need
to specify the provided service and the used model in a more detailed way.

1.1 Free Floating Car Sharing
According to [BZG15], car sharing systems can be divided into two main classes: the flexi-
ble "one-way" systems and the more restricted "two-way" systems. The latter force users to
return the vehicle to the same location where they picked it up. One can think of this model
as, for example, a car rental company stationed at an international airport and renting out
their vehicles to arriving passengers, usually for a longer time horizon depending on the pas-
senger’s duration of stay. Evidently, the airport is in this case the most reasonable location
for customers to return the car on their departure day. Therefore, a two-way system makes
sense for car rental companies and in general for long-distance trips that can be planned
early enough in advance.

However, this will hardly happen in daily life with people who possibly decide spontaneously
that they need a car. Imagine, for example, a Saturday night, the metro broke down or
maybe already stopped running off schedule during the night, so people decide to take the
car instead because they do not want to walk home. In a scenario like this, it neither makes
sense that people have to search for the next car depot, nor is it reasonable that they have
to drop the car off at a fixed station. What people want and actually need is an available car
close to their current position and the possibility to drop it off wherever it suits them. The
concept which is able to solve those kind of scenarios is called "free floating" car sharing.

In contrast to traditional car sharing systems, which operate stations, free floating car shar-
ing systems provide an area-wide service which enables the user to request a car at or close
to his actual position and drop it off anywhere within the borders of a predefined area. In
this way, it is possible for the provider to afford customers maximum flexibility by renting
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out a car for an arbitrary trip within the operating area without having to visit a station
before or after the trip. In the following, we will exclusively deal with the just described
one-way free floating approach.

Undoubtedly, the chances and positive aspects of so much flexibility are huge. However,
companies like car2go also have to face great challenges regarding their free floating systems.
First of all, the free floating model deprives the company of the possibility to aim at cus-
tomers who need a regular, say, daily ride. Since the model does not allow bookings and
reservations, actually planning a ride beforehand is not possible. A model that can tackle
this problem is the "non-floating" one-way system, which provides customers with the op-
portunity to make reservations while keeping the flexibility of one-way trips. The idea is to
operate more than one pick-up and drop-off station contrary to the two-way model. Strategic
decisions then have to account for the location and size of each station as well as the total
number of stations in the network. [CA12] and [BZG15], for example, have investigated how
these decisions can be optimized.

Another huge challenge that arises in this context is the relocation of the vehicles. Imagine
that many cars have already been moved to outer suburb areas on a Friday evening, because
people went home from their work in the city. However, there suddenly appears a large
demand in the city center on Friday night, for example because a concert has just finished.
Here the relocation of vehicles from areas with a surplus of cars to areas with a shortage
of cars comes into play. This can be either implemented by internal drivers, who bring the
vehicles to high-demand areas, or by autonomous vehicles, which do not need a driver to
change their positions. Optimization approaches for these kinds of relocation problems are
presented in [WB12], [HSV14], [JCB14] and [Alb15], for example.

1.2 Ride Sharing
Besides the optimization approaches for one-way car sharing systems in general described in
section 1.1, companies like car2go are seeking new business opportunities particularly within
the setting of a free floating car sharing system. One way of extending the classical car
sharing model is to include the opportunity of sharing single rides, i.e. to possibly pool rides
heading in the same direction or even having parts of their route in common. The general
idea is that individual customers who have more or less similar time schedules and driving
routes share a vehicle for their ride in order to split travel costs (e.g. fuel, parking costs,
etc.). In the best case, this should lead to cost savings for all parties involved including the
single customer, the car sharing provider and the society.

On the one hand, one can think of a ride sharing service as a shuttle bus, for example,
driving predefined routes and being able to transport a certain amount of passengers. In
a next step, one could aspire to optimize the driven routes in the sense that travel and
other costs should be minimized while fulfilling a given set of requests. The faced problem
is a Pickup and Delivery Problem (PDP) in the special case of transporting people. This
instance is called Dial-a-Ride Problem (DARP) in the relevant literature. [SS95] defines this
problem as follows:

2
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In the General Pickup and Delivery Problem (GPDP) a set of routes has to
be constructed in order to satisfy transportation requests. A fleet of vehicles
is available to operate the routes. Each vehicle has a given capacity, a start
location and an end location. Each transportation request specifies the size of
the load to be transported, the locations where it is to be picked up (the origins)
and the locations where it is to be delivered (the destinations). Each load has
to be transported by one vehicle from its set of origins to its set of destinations
without any transshipment at other locations. (...) In the Pickup and Delivery
Problem (PDP), each transportation request specifies a single origin and a single
destination and all vehicles start from and return to a central depot. The Dial-a-
Ride Problem (DARP) is a PDP in which the loads to be transported represent
people. (...)

However, the DARP does not really match with the concept of free floating car sharing since
the planning of a fixed optimal schedule is the crucial aspect in the DARP, which is not the
case in a free floating model as described in section 1.1. The customers’ demands on a car
sharing provider offering ride sharing facilities are described in [AESW10] as the need for
"immediate access to door-to-door transportation". Whether or not the transportation can
be guaranteed as a door-to-door service, highly depends on the distribution of vehicles within
the city area and on the demand of other customers. The immediate access to any vehicle,
however, depends more on communication capabilities and the availability of suitable rides.

There have been several attempts already to enable real-time and immediate availability
of rides. Those systems are known in the literature as dynamic or real-time ride sharing
systems and have been investigated among others in [HJBW15], [GHH11], [AAM11] and
[AESW10]. The ideas within this area of ride sharing are highly dependent on mobile tech-
nology and global positioning systems, in order to match drivers with riders in real time and
as fast as possible after the request is sent. These technical requirements and the dynamic
setup are not pursued any further within this thesis. Instead the focus will more be placed
on performing an optimization algorithm for a predefined set of requests in a limited period
of time (e.g. one day). A more detailed overview of the used models and the conducted
investigations is given in section 1.3.

1.3 Scope of the Thesis
In this thesis, the potential of ride sharing will be explored. Known customer demands
consisting of origin/destinations pairs, earliest departure times and latest arrival times will
serve as an input basis over a limited time horizon. The goal is now to match two cus-
tomers a time with each other, in order to pool rides with similar schedules and save costs
in this way. In contrast to previous works in the area of dynamic ride sharing like [HW12]
or [AESW11], here the driver and rider roles are in general not assigned in advance, but
the assignment is part of the optimization. In a first step, this takes into account that
car2go users can be assumed to have a valid driving license and to be willing to drive by
themselves. Later on in this work, the behavior of individual customers will be taken into
account as well. One can think of customers, for example, who necessarily want to be the

3
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driver, in order to be willing to use the service. Hence, the initial problem can be considered
as a general matching problem, as we will notice in the further course of the underlying work.

A crucial condition for a ride share system to work is the willingness of customers to actually
share a ride. There can be many diverse reasons, why customers could accept a ride share
or not. Some would never share a ride with a stranger, others are willing to share a ride
if the cost savings are sufficiently high and the loss of time is not too large in return, still
others would even pay for sharing a ride because of social benefits that they receive from
the ride share. Exactly these kinds of primary parameters like willingness to share a ride
in general, maximum waiting time for a pickup or maximum detour along the route will be
investigated in a second step by making reasonable assumptions about them and extending
the algorithm of the basic model. In a third step, more "soft constraints" like gender re-
quirements, personal safety or social issues, recommendation rates of the possible matching
partner and other personal exclusion criteria (e.g. not sharing a ride with a smoker) will be
included in the model.

In a final step, we will then transfer the ride sharing concept to the business case of a
car sharing provider like car2go and optimize the model from the company’s point of view.
In general, the scope of the underlying thesis is to develop an optimization algorithm for the
basic model that can be extended to more advanced models with more parameters under
consideration. Hence, the parameter choice within reasonable ranges will be a crucial part
of the underlying work. It will be investigated how single parameters influence the model
as well as how different parameters may interact and influence one another. This will be
implemented by testing the models on randomized data with different structures, in order to
get a holistic picture of the parameters’ behavior. Which assumptions and choices are made
in particular is defined more precisely in the single sections of this work. The remaining
course of the thesis is structured as follows:

In chapter 2, we introduce the Ride Share Matching approach as an option to model the
general ride pooling framework, first without specializing on the particular business case of
a car sharing provider. The main objective here is to assess the potential of ride sharing
independently of any assumptions regarding a company’s service. This also includes that
the number of available cars is arbitrarily high, or more specifically, equal to the number of
customers. This free parameter is restricted in the next step by fixing it to a certain value.
That yields us the DARP and Task Graph model in section 3, which incorporate the ride
sharing framework into the car sharing business model of the company car2go. Note that
these models both need several parameters, in particular cost parameters, as input factors.
Hence, an investigation of those arguments seems reasonable before using the model. We
provide the theoretical background for that in chapter 4, before actually testing the three
models effectively in section 5. The thesis is concluded with a summary of the results and
an outlook to further research topics in chapter 6.

4
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2 Ride Share Matching Problem
The informal description of the underlying model in the previous section already gives a
first impression of how large the problem might get when adding more and more parameters
to the model. Hence, this chapter is used to develop a mathematical formulation of the
basic Ride Share Matching Problem (RSMP) and extend it afterwards by reasonable
assumptions and selected parameters. The goal of this section is to get a first impression of
the potential of ride sharing in a common car sharing framework. Based on several specific
assumptions, the properties of a general matching problem can be exploited.

Which assumptions are underlying this model and how the problem can be actually for-
mulated, is explained in section 2.1. In chapter 2.2, we then translate the introduced setup
into a proper mathematical model before finally extending the obtained integer program by
several parameters in section 2.3.

2.1 Problem Statement and underlying Assumptions
In this section, the RSMP is informally introduced and the core assumptions of the model are
stated. These assumptions will then be used in section 2.2 in order to describe the approach
mathematically.

We start by remembering the fact that throughout this thesis we consider all ride requests
to be known in advance. This means that we are always given a set of trip requests as input
data and the goal is to find an optimum matching schedule for these requests, while fulfilling
certain requirements. One of these requirements among others is the restriction to vehicles
with two seats. That restriction comes along with the property that every customer can be
assigned to at most one other customer for a ride share.

Hence, the basic incentive of this RSMP can be seen in the following way: We have a
specific amount of given ride requests by customers and all of these customers would drive
on their own from their origin to their destination, which is the case in the usual car sharing
framework without ride shares. The question to be answered now is, how much benefit (e.g.
in terms of cost reduction) can the possibility of sharing rides with exactly one partner add
to the whole network as well as to the single customer. In order to write things down more
precisely, we start by specifying the customer input in a more detailed way. Thus, every
customer in the network is defined by four attributes:

• a start location as the customer’s origin

• an end location as the customer’s destination

• an earliest departure time from the customer’s origin

• a latest arrival time at the customer’s destination

The overall goal is then to match always two customers with each other in a smart way,
such that all the customers reach their destinations. However, if no feasible or optimizing

5
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match can be found, the customers still have the opportunity to drive by themselves with
the available car. Two possible approaches of optimizing this customer network could then
be the minimization of needed cars or the minimization of network-wide driven kilometers
while serving all customers. A more detailed and mathematical discussion about possible
objective functions will be presented in section 2.2. We construct the mathematical model
based on the following assumptions:

1. Each customer has a car available at their origin. This can be pictured as the sharing
of private cars, where all customers have their own car at home and can always drive
on their own if they do not find a suitable ride to share with another customer. In a
car sharing setup from a provider’s point of view, however, it is pretty unlikely that all
customers have an available car directly at their origins. Hence, it should be clearly
pointed out that this assumption is only applicable to reality if we talk about a private
car sharing setup.

2. Each customer can share a ride with at most one other customer. On the one hand,
this is due to the fact that the capacity of each car is limited by two (driver plus one
rider). On the other hand this also means that neither a driver can give a ride to
two different riders subsequently nor can riders change the car on the way from their
origins to their destinations.

3. The role of driver and rider is not fixed beforehand, which means every customer can
either act as a driver or as a rider. However, this role cannot be changed within the
ride-share itself. One could think of the case that a driver change, for example, at
the original driver’s destination may be beneficial for the ride share. This case will be
excluded in the RSMP model.

4. There is no possibility for an autonomous travel of any vehicle from the end point
of a certain ride to the starting point of another ride. This also includes the case
that the end point and starting point of two rides coincide. As an implication of this
assumption, one notices that the minimum number of needed cars is then bounded
below by half of the number of customers. This assumption is justified by the aim
of discovering the potential of ride-sharing independently of other approaches in the
RSMP.

5. Each customer would share a ride with any other arbitrary customer, as long as the
ride-share makes sense in terms of cost and time feasibility. This implies that "soft-
constraints" like convenience of the ride, reliability of the matching partner or security
issues, which restrict the group of possible ride-share matches for each customer, are
not taken into account for the moment.

6. The travel speed is assumed to be constant for all vehicles in each part of the day,
i.e. we neglect rush hours and congestion. This implies that the parameters travel
distance, travel time and travel cost can be treated equivalently, since they are directly
proportional to each other.
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7. Personal incentives for customers to share a ride because of cost reduction, for example,
are not taken into account. The overall goal is to find a system-wide optimal matching
of customers and to find out, how much the original system without ride shares can
be improved. For a more detailed discussion of individual incentives to share a ride,
the interested reader is referred to [WAE15], where the concept of stable matches is
introduced.

8. Since the relocation problem as investigated, for example, in [Alb15] is not further
discussed in more detail, it seems reasonable to consider a limited planning horizon
(e.g. one day) and find an optimal driver-rider-matching for a previously given demand
of a specific day.

9. The time unit used within the model is minutes and the length of the bounded planning
horizon is one day, which is equivalent to 1440 minutes.

These basic assumptions function as a groundwork for the upcoming mathematical model.
In the next section, an integer linear program will be formulated to define the RSMP math-
ematically and to be able to solve it afterwards.

2.2 Mathematical Formulation
In this section, we show how to define and to formulate the above introduced Ride Share
Matching Problem mathematically. For this purpose, the used notations, the index sets, the
variables, the parameters, the constraints and the objective functions are discussed in the
following. An overview of the complete program can be found at the end of this chapter.

We start by introducing some basic notations. Let therefore P = {1, . . . , n} be a finite
set of start nodes for n ∈ N corresponding customers and D = {n + 1, . . . , 2n} a finite set
of end nodes, where n + i is the end node of customer i ∈ P . In total, we get a finite
set N = P ∪ D = {1, . . . , 2n} of 2n nodes symbolizing the start and end locations for the
trips in our network. Between two nodes v, w ∈ N , there exists a connection of length dv,w
corresponding to the length of the street between v and w. According to the assumptions
from section 2.1, this immediately yields the travel time tv,w between v and w as well, since
the travel speed was assumed to be constant.

This road network between given start and end nodes leads us to the definition of a weighted
undirected graph (cf. for example [Gos09]).

Definition 2.1 (Weighted Undirected Graph). Let V be a finite and nonempty set of nodes
and E ⊆ V × V be a finite set of edges, i.e. unordered node pairs {v, w}. Let furthermore
c : E → R be a weight or cost function. Then G = (V,E, c) is called a weighted undirected
graph.

Note that in our case of a road network, this corresponds to a graph G = (N,E, c), where
N is defined as above as the set of all nodes in the network, E ⊆ N ×N the available road
network and c : E → R, c({v, w}) = dv,w for all {v, w} ∈ E the distance function or any
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other equivalent weight function, e.g. the travel time or the travel cost. Furthermore, every
customer i ∈ P has an earliest possible departure time ξi from node i and a latest acceptable
arrival time λi at node n + i. Hence, a customer is fully characterized by a tuple of the
following form:

Definition 2.2 (Trip Announcement). A tuple

Si := (i, n+ i, ξi, λi) ∈ P ×D × R+
0 × R+

0

with the property ξi + ti,n+i ≤ λi is called trip announcement of customer i.

In order to get closer to a mathematical formulation of the RSMP, we make use of the assump-
tions from chapter 2.1. In particular, it is not necessary and regarding to the assumptions not
even allowed to model a vehicle flow through the road network, since it is already known in
advance that a vehicle can serve at most two customers. Thus, it is sufficient to just consider
a weighted undirected graph G with node set P = {1, . . . , n} representing the customers and
try to match as many customers with one another as possible, where no customer has more
than one matching partner though. Such a solution is called a matching (cf. for example
[Gri13]):

Definition 2.3 (Matching). Let G = (V,E) be a graph and M ⊂ E. Then M is called a
matching if the following holds:

{v1, w1} ∈M ∧ {v2, w2} ∈M ∧ {v1, w1} ∩ {v2, w2} 6= ∅ =⇒ {v1, w1} = {v2, w2}.

In words, this means that in a matching no two different edges have a common node with
each other. Before defining the above mentioned graph G = (P,E, c) more precisely, we
introduce a special matching covering the case that every customer in the system finds a
matching partner implying a halving of the used vehicles in the RSMP.

Definition 2.4 (Perfect Matching). Let G = (V,E) be a graph and M ⊂ E be a matching
of G. Then M is called a perfect matching if

v ∈
⋃
e∈M

e, ∀v ∈ V.

For an illustration of the just introduced concepts, we consider the following example:

Example 2.5. Let the two graphs G1 and G2 be given as in figure 2.1. The thick edges
represent matchings in the two graphs. Only the matching in the right graph G2 is a perfect
matching.

We now know already, how a solution for our problem should look like, namely in the best
case it should be a perfect matching between customers. However, we first have to make
clear, which edges are even contained in our graph G = (P,E, c), i.e. we first have to find the
edge set E. This leads us to the definition of feasible matches, where feasibility is divided
into time and cost feasibility.
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Figure 2.1: Matchings in graphs G1 (left) and G2 (right)

Definition 2.6 (Time Feasibility). Let i, j ∈ P be given customers with corresponding trip
announcements Si and Sj. Then we call the ride-share {i, j} time feasible if the inequalities

ξi + ti,j + tj,n+j ≤ λj,

max{ξi + ti,j, ξj}+ tj,n+j + tn+j,n+i ≤ λi

hold (corresponding to the case that i is the driver and j the rider) or if the inequalities

ξj + tj,i + ti,n+i ≤ λi,

max{ξj + tj,i, ξi}+ ti,n+i + tn+i,n+j ≤ λj

hold (corresponding to the case that j is the driver and i the rider).

Carrying out only time feasible ride shares in a customer network ensures that all customers
arrive their destination on time and no customer has to start their trip before the earliest
possible departure time. This means that all customers perform their trips within an indi-
vidual and predefined time window. On the other hand, cost feasibility is a less essential
condition to be fulfilled, as we will see in the further course of this thesis, but might still
play an important role in the decision whether a ride share is feasible or not.

Definition 2.7 (Cost Feasibility). Let i, j ∈ P be given customers with corresponding trip
announcements Si and Sj. Then we call the ride-share {i, j} cost feasible if

di,n+i + dj,n+j − (di,j + dj,n+j + dn+j,n+i) > 0

holds (corresponding to the case that i is the driver and j the rider) or

dj,n+j + di,n+i − (dj,i + di,n+i + dn+i,n+j) > 0

holds (corresponding to the case that j is the driver and i the rider).

Cost feasibility makes sure that the sum of distances covered in the ride share is shorter
than the sum of distances covered in the two single trips without ride share. However, note
that the covered distance in the ride share is always longer for one of the two ride share
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partners (namely the driver) compared to the case, where both customers take a ride on
their own without any ride share. This naturally arises the question, whether the total sum
of all distances can be minimized by giving individual customers an incentive to rather share
a ride instead of taking one on their own. A discussion about that will be conducted later
on in this thesis, among others when introducing ride share discounts in chapter 2.3.5.

Furthermore, one notices from Definition 2.7 that the distance from the rider’s origin to
the rider’s destination is included in both variants regardless of whether the ride is shared or
not. Cost feasibility ensures in the end that the variant of the shared ride covers a smaller
distance than the variant with the two rides done separately. This simplifies to the condition
that the driver’s way from his own origin to the rider’s origin plus the driver’s way from
the rider’s destination to his own destination is shorter than the direct distance between the
driver’s origin and destination. The case of i ∈ P being the driver and j ∈ P being the rider
can then be expressed by

di,n+i − (di,j + dn+j,n+i) > 0.

We illustrate cost feasibility by a small example.

Example 2.8. Consider the case, where we are given exactly two customers i and j with
corresponding ride announcements Si and Sj. The origins i and j are marked as dotted
circles in figure 2.2, whereas the destinations n + i and n + j are marked by solid circles.
Furthermore, the relevant distances between the nodes in the network are also given in the
undirected graph of figure 2.2.

i

j n+j

n+ i

3

7

4

3

Figure 2.2: A given network with two customers i and j

One notices that only participant i could act as a driver in this network. If participant j
acted as a driver, the totally driven distance in the network would increase from 11 to 13
compared to the case where i and j do not share their rides. Hence, the ride-share {i, j} is
cost-feasible, however only for the case that i takes the role of the driver.

Coming back to our original goal, namely to find the edge set E of the graphG = (P,E, c),
we now have a rule telling us which edges to add to E:

Definition 2.9 (Feasible Ride Share Network). Let P = {1, . . . , n} be a finite set of cus-
tomers with a corresponding set S = {S1, . . . , Sn} of trip announcements and E the set of
time and cost feasible ride shares within P , i.e.

E = {{i, j} | i, j ∈ P, {i, j} is time and cost feasible}.
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Then we call the weighted undirected graph G = (P,E, c) with cost function c : E → R a
feasible ride share network.

What is still missing for a complete definition of the graph G = (P,E, c), is the specification
of the cost function c. We note that if a ride share {i, j} is time and cost feasible and hence
{i, j} ∈ E, then there still exist two options of how to carry out the ride share, namely
either that i is the driver and j the rider or the other way round. Due to efficiency reasons,
it seems natural to always choose the minimum distance of the two options and to hence set

c({i, j}) = min{di,j + dj,n+j + dn+j,n+i, dj,i + di,n+i + dn+i,n+j}.

Also note that one of the two options is necessarily better than carrying out two single rides
with both customers driving separately at cost di,n+i + dj,n+j, because otherwise the ride
share {i, j} would not be cost feasible. With these preparations and defined concepts, we
are now able to build up the RSMP as a mathematical model.

After introducing all the needed sets and parameters in sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2, we build up
the set of feasible ride share matches in chapter 2.2.3. The actual final integer linear pro-
gram with all its variables (cf. section 2.2.4), constraints (cf. section 2.2.5) and the objective
function (cf. section 2.2.6) is summarized then in chapter 2.2.7.

2.2.1 Sets

The model is defined by a weighted undirected graph G = (P,E, c) with node set P =
{1, . . . , n} symbolizing the customers together with a corresponding set S = {S1, . . . , Sn}
of trip announcements. Based on P and S, the edge set E of a feasible ride share network
(cf. Definition 2.9) can be constructed with edge costs c(e) for all e ∈ E as defined in
the paragraph following Definition 2.9. The actual construction of E will be part of the
Preliminaries section 2.2.3.

2.2.2 Parameters

The parameters of this basic model have been already introduced in the beginning of section
2.2 and are hence given by:

• Travel distances dv,w between two locations v, w ∈ N .

• Travel times tv,w between two locations v, w ∈ N , which is proportional to the travel
distance by assumption.

• Trip announcements of the form Si = (i, n + i, ξi, λi) for a customer i consisting of
the customer’s origin i ∈ P , the corresponding destination n + i ∈ D, the customer’s
earliest departure time ξi ∈ R+

0 and the corresponding latest arrival time λi ∈ R+
0

fulfilling ξi + ti,n+i ≤ λi.
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2.2.3 Preliminaries

For a given set P = {1, . . . , n} of customers, create a node for each i ∈ P . Furthermore, an
edge {i, j} for two nodes i, j ∈ P is created if the ride share {i, j} is time and cost feasible
(cf. Definitions 2.6 and 2.7), i.e. if at least one of the following holds:

ξi + ti,j + tj,n+j ≤ λj ∧
max{ξi + ti,j, ξj}+ tj,n+j + tn+j,n+i ≤ λi ∧
di,n+i − di,j − dn+j,n+i ≥ 0

corresponding to the case of i being the driver and j being the rider or

ξj + tj,i + ti,n+i ≤ λi ∧
max{ξj + tj,i, ξi}+ ti,n+i + tn+i,n+j ≤ λj ∧
dj,n+j − dj,i − dn+i,n+j ≥ 0

corresponding to the case of j being the driver and i being the rider.

Once an edge e = {i, j} is created, it is assigned the edge cost

c(e) = min{di,j + dj,n+j + dn+j,n+i, dj,i + di,n+i + dn+i,n+j}.

In this way, we get a weighted undirected graph G = (P,E, c) representing a feasible ride
share network. For simplicity reasons in terms of notation, we just write ce in the following
for the edge cost of e instead of c(e).

Furthermore, each edge e ∈ E is assigned a driver detour

dde =ce −
max{dj,i + di,n+i + dn+i,n+j − (di,j + dj,n+j + dn+j,n+i), 0}

dj,i + di,n+i + dn+i,n+j − (di,j + dj,n+j + dn+j,n+i)
· di,n+i−

max{di,j + dj,n+j + dn+j,n+i − (dj,i + di,n+i + dn+i,n+j), 0}
di,j + dj,n+j + dn+j,n+i − (dj,i + di,n+i + dn+i,n+j)

· dj,n+j

in the case that di,j + dj,n+j + dn+j,n+i 6= dj,i + di,n+i + dn+i,n+j and both driver-rider role
assignments are time feasible, and

dde = ce − di,n+i

in the case that di,j + dj,n+j + dn+j,n+i = dj,i + di,n+i + dn+i,n+j. For symmetric distances
fulfilling di,j = dj,i for all i, j ∈ N , the latter case is only given in the special situation of
both customers having original trips of equal distance, i.e. if di,n+i = dj,n+j. Note that the
given form of dde takes into account, how the driver-rider role assignment in the ride share e
is made. The first fraction is bigger than zero if i is assigned the driver role, and the second
fraction is bigger than zero if j is assigned the driver role.
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Analogously, each edge e ∈ E is also assigned a waiting time

wte =max{dj,i + di,n+i + dn+i,n+j − (di,j + dj,n+j + dn+j,n+i), 0}
dj,i + di,n+i + dn+i,n+j − (di,j + dj,n+j + dn+j,n+i)

· |ξi + ti,j − ξj|+

max{di,j + dj,n+j + dn+j,n+i − (dj,i + di,n+i + dn+i,n+j), 0}
di,j + dj,n+j + dn+j,n+i − (dj,i + di,n+i + dn+i,n+j)

· |ξj + tj,i − ξi|,

a driver index

ie =max{dj,i + di,n+i + dn+i,n+j − (di,j + dj,n+j + dn+j,n+i), 0}
dj,i + di,n+i + dn+i,n+j − (di,j + dj,n+j + dn+j,n+i)

· i+

max{di,j + dj,n+j + dn+j,n+i − (dj,i + di,n+i + dn+i,n+j), 0}
di,j + dj,n+j + dn+j,n+i − (dj,i + di,n+i + dn+i,n+j)

· j

and a rider index

je =max{dj,i + di,n+i + dn+i,n+j − (di,j + dj,n+j + dn+j,n+i), 0}
dj,i + di,n+i + dn+i,n+j − (di,j + dj,n+j + dn+j,n+i)

· j+

max{di,j + dj,n+j + dn+j,n+i − (dj,i + di,n+i + dn+i,n+j), 0}
di,j + dj,n+j + dn+j,n+i − (dj,i + di,n+i + dn+i,n+j)

· i.

Note that the waiting time wte can either be the waiting time of the driver or of the rider of
the ride share e depending on the earliest departure times ξi and ξj. Again, these formulas
only hold for the case di,j + dj,n+j + dn+j,n+i 6= dj,i + di,n+i + dn+i,n+j and both driver-rider
role assignments are time feasible. In case of equality, the role assignment has to be decided
based on other criteria such as earliest arrival time at the final destination. However, this
case will not be further considered in the following.

2.2.4 Variables

According to the assumptions that we made in section 2.1, it is sufficient to use two different
types of binary variables. In particular, we assume that each customer can be matched with
exactly one other customer. Therefore, it makes sense to define binary variables xi,e for
e = {i, j} ∈ E that decide, whether customer i is matched with customer j or not. Formally,
we define for all feasible ride shares e = {i, j} ∈ E:

xi,e =

1 if customer i shares a ride with customer j
0 otherwise

However, there might be customers, who cannot be matched with any other customer because
of feasibility or optimality reasons. For those we introduce separate binary variables yi for
all customers i ∈ P deciding, whether customer i drives alone or not:
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yi =

1 if customer i is not matched with any other customer
0 otherwise

A value of yi = 1 implies that customer i is driving alone from i to n + i with the car that
is by assumption available at his start location i.

2.2.5 Constraints

First of all, the assumption that each customer can be matched with at most one other
customer leads to the inequality constraints

∑
e∈E: i∈e

xi,e ≤ 1 ∀i ∈ P.

However, each customer i ∈ P has to get from his origin i to his destination n+ i, implying
that each customer is either matched with another customer j ∈ P , j 6= i or has to drive
alone without sharing the ride ("lonely driver"). Because of the made assumptions each
customer is assigned exactly one of those two options yielding the equality constraints

∑
e∈E: i∈e

xi,e + yi = 1 ∀i ∈ P. (2.1)

Note that constraint (2.1) makes the above mentioned inequality constraints redundant,
since the xi,e’s as well as the yi’s are defined as binary variables. What remains in our model
is the binary constraints for the decision variables xi,e and yi leading to

xi,e ∈ {0, 1} ∀i ∈ P, ∀e ∈ E, i ∈ e (2.2)

yi ∈ {0, 1} ∀i ∈ P. (2.3)

The constraints (2.1) - (2.3) form an integer program that describes the setup of a general
matching problem. It shall be mentioned once again that all destinations and times are
predetermined, so that a priorly given schedule is optimized by ride sharing. One can think
of the same customer orders with all customers taking a ride on their own, i.e. without any
ride shares at all. The goal is now in this model to determine how much the whole system
could have been improved in terms of any objective by taking the possibility of ride shares
into consideration. Which objectives could be optimized, in particular, is discussed in the
next section.

2.2.6 Objective Function

Ride sharing or, in general, car sharing services can be basically seen from three different
perspectives: the customer’s perspective, the car sharing provider’s perspective and the
society’s perspective. One can show that the objectives of these three perspectives can be
contrary to one another, e.g. in [AESW10] the authors give an example, in which minimizing
the system-wide vehicle miles is not a stable solution in the terminology of cooperative game
theory, since two customers would want to deviate from this solution, in order to lower their
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personal cost. Hence, system and user benefits are not always compatible with each other.
Which objective functions in particular can be considered is listed in the following:

• Minimize system-wide vehicle miles: The total miles driven by all customers travel-
ing to their destinations, either in a ride share or alone, are minimized. First of all,
this objective plays an important role from the society’s point of view, since it helps
to reduce pollution and congestion. Second, it is also compatible with the ride-share
provider’s goal to minimize the total travel costs because of the assumption that travel
distance, travel time and travel cost are proportional to each other. Hence, this ap-
proach focuses on minimizing the provider’s variable costs and is directly related to the
provider’s revenue. It might conflict however with the goal of single customers, who
want to minimize their personal expenses. The objective function in this case is given
by

1
2
∑
i∈P

∑
e∈E: i∈e

xi,ece +
∑
i∈P

yidi,n+i. (2.4)

• Minimize fleet size: The total number of cars used by all customers traveling to their
destinations is minimized. This objective is primarily relevant from the provider’s
point of view, since it focuses on minimizing the provider’s fixed costs and is hence
also directly related to the provider’s revenue, however more on a longer planning
horizon. One has to trade off lower fixed costs against possibly higher variable costs
when using this objective function. The function itself in this case is given by

1
2
∑
i∈P

∑
e∈E: i∈e

xi,e +
∑
i∈P

yi. (2.5)

Note that this objective function counts the total number of all rides made, either
shared or alone. The goal of minimizing the fleet size is compatible with this objective.
Moreover, because of the made assumption that autonomous travels of vehicles are not
allowed or possible, the two mentioned objectives are even identical.

• Minimize total costs: In order to get a better view over the provider’s whole cost
structure, one can think of a combination of variable and fixed costs in the objective
function. For this total cost consideration, two additional parameters cvar including all
variable costs per kilometer (i.e. fuel, maintenance, oil change,. . . ) and cfix including
all fixed costs for owning a car (i.e. taxes, insurance, registration fees,. . . ) are needed.
The function then looks like

cvar

[
1
2
∑
i∈P

∑
e∈E: i∈e

xi,ece +
∑
i∈P

yidi,n+i

]
+ cfix

[
1
2
∑
i∈P

∑
e∈E: i∈e

xi,e +
∑
i∈P

yi

]
. (2.6)

• Maximize the profit: This objective function aims at maximizing the profit of a car
sharing provider. Based on [LKRvW14], the following parameters are used to model
the profit of a provider:

– α as the initial fare for using a car
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– β as the fare charged for driving one kilometer
– γ1 as the fixed cost for owning a car
– γ2 as the average cost per kilometer (fuel, tolls, etc.)

The objective is then to maximize the profit of the company by subtracting the expenses
from the revenues. In this basic model, it is given by

(α− γ1)
[

1
2
∑
i∈P

∑
e∈E: i∈e

xi,e +
∑
i∈P

yi

]
+

+ (β − γ2)
[

1
2
∑
i∈P

∑
e∈E: i∈e

xi,ece +
∑
i∈P

yidi,n+i

]
.

(2.7)

2.2.7 Final Mixed-Integer Linear Program

Summarizing the constraints (2.1) - (2.3) and using (2.6) as an objective function yields us
the mixed-integer linear program

min cvar

[
1
2
∑
i∈P

∑
e∈E: i∈e

xi,ece +
∑
i∈P

yidi,n+i

]
+

cfix

[
1
2
∑
i∈P

∑
e∈E: i∈e

xi,e +
∑
i∈P

yi

]
s.t.

∑
e∈E: i∈e

xi,e + yi = 1 ∀i ∈ P,

xi,e ∈ {0, 1} ∀i ∈ P, ∀e ∈ E, i ∈ e,
yi ∈ {0, 1} ∀i ∈ P,

which is a general matching problem.

2.3 Parameter Extensions of the Basic Model
After developing the basic model in section 2.2 with all the simplifying assumptions from
section 2.1, the setup is now extended by several selected parameters that are either incorpo-
rated as new restricting constraints or to the objective function. Which of the two options is
chosen and why, will be decided and explained in each of the following subsections. We start
in section 2.3.1 with the incorporation of a maximum detour parameter, which symbolizes
the maximum detour that a customer is willing to take in a ride share. Note that in a
matching model, this parameter only affects the driver of a match. An analogous parameter
for the rider of a match can be included by the maximum waiting time that a customer is
willing to accept when waiting for a ride share partner to arrive and is presented in chapter
2.3.2. In section 2.3.3 then, a way of taking into account vehicle relocation without inter-
nal drivers or autonomously driving cars is presented. Chapter 2.3.4 gives an overview of
possible customer preference parameters, which respect the customers’ wishes regarding the
smoking behavior, the age and the gender of a possible ride share partner. The incorporation
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of a minimum cost savings parameter in section 2.3.5 concludes this paragraph of parameter
extensions in the matching model.

2.3.1 Detour Parameters for Drivers

The assumption as in section 2.2 that a customer i is restricted regarding the time schedule
only because of his earliest departure time ξi and his latest arrival time λi is very liberal.
In reality, it might happen that customers have a maximum detour linked to a maximum
excess travel distance compared to their direct travel distance di,n+i that the corresponding
customer is willing to take. Note first that in our case of a matching problem with strict
driver-rider role assignments, where a customer only takes one of the two roles during a
ride share, this parameter only applies to the drivers, since the riders are picked up at their
origins and dropped off at their destinations so that they do not have to take any detour
or excess travel time at all. Waiting time parameters for riders are treated in section 2.3.2
instead.

When trying to incorporate a detour parameter to the basic model from section 2.2, one
can first think of the easiest case that every customer i has an absolute strict maximum
excess travel distance δdi compared to the corresponding drive-alone travel distance that the
customer is willing to accept, but under no circumstances is the customer going to accept
more. This implies that in the construction of the edge set E (cf. section 2.2.3) only edges
e = {i, j} for i, j ∈ P fulfilling

di,j + dj,n+j + dn+j,n+i ≤ di,n+i + δdi (2.8)
or

dj,i + di,n+i + dn+i,n+j ≤ dj,n+j + δdj (2.9)
are added to E.

Analogously, a relative strict excess travel distance εdi compared to the drive-alone travel
distance can be included in the model. Inequalities (2.8) and (2.9) as a criterion for building
E have to be changed to

di,j + dj,n+j + dn+j,n+i ≤ (1 + εdi )di,n+i ∀i, j ∈ P (2.10)
and

dj,i + di,n+i + dn+i,n+j ≤ (1 + εdj )dj,n+j ∀i, j ∈ P (2.11)
in that case. An experimental and algorithmic investigation of this detour parameter is done
in [GLN+10]. However, we will proceed with absolute thresholds from now on, since the
travel distances are supposedly rather short within the car sharing network restricted on a
city area.

Another conceivable way of including customers’ detour approvals in the model is with
progressive acceptance thresholds. One can think of the case that a customer i is willing to
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accept an excess travel distance of adi without any reward, an excess travel distance of more
than adi but less than bdi only for a discount γ3 per extra kilometer and he is not willing to
accept an excess travel distance of more than bdi . First of all note that adi = 0 is possible and
that an upper bound bdi is nothing else but an absolute maximum excess travel distance δdi
as incorporated to inequalities (2.8) and (2.9). This means, only edges e = {i, j} for i, j ∈ P
fulfilling

di,j + dj,n+j + dn+j,n+i ≤ di,n+i + bdi (2.12)

or

dj,i + di,n+i + dn+i,n+j ≤ dj,n+j + bdj (2.13)

are added to E. In order to implement an acceptance detour threshold adi however, one has
to split the detour into a profit-regarding part and a part, which is not relevant for the profit.
For that purpose, we introduce a parameter γ3 as a discount per kilometer for exceeding the
maximum excess travel distance adi and include it in the objective function (2.7). In the
case of adi = 0 for all customers i ∈ P , i.e. all customers accept a detour only if they get a
discount for each extra kilometer, the objective function stays linear:

(2.7)− 1
2γ3

∑
i∈P

∑
e∈E:i∈e

xi,edde (2.14)

In the case of adi > 0 for some customer i ∈ P however, the objective function is not linear
anymore since an indicator function has to be used. The objective function then looks similar
to the one above with the following significant difference in the last term:

(2.7)− 1
2γ3

∑
i∈P

∑
e∈E:i∈e

xi,e(dde − adie)+ (2.15)

The positive part of a function is defined as f+ = sup{f, 0}. A reformulation of f+ to a
linear function in order to obtain a MILP again is possible, however we omit this transfor-
mation here, since the function will not be used again in the following course of the thesis.
Also note that only absolute thresholds for the maximum excess travel distances have been
implemented here. The case of relative thresholds compared to drive-alone travel distances
can be implemented analogously based on inequalities (2.10) and (2.11).

2.3.2 Waiting Time Parameters

After considering the detour parameters for drivers in section 2.3.1, it is also thinkable that
customers make demands of their maximum waiting time. Depending on the ride share {i, j}
or more precisely on the earliest departure times ξi and ξj, there are two possibilities: Either
the driver has to wait for the rider in the case ξie + tie,je < ξje or the rider has to wait for
the driver in the case ξie + tie,je > ξje . Recall from section 2.2.3 that ie is the driver index in
a ride share e and je the rider index. Then, similar to section 2.3.1, a customer i ∈ P either
has an absolute threshold δwi for the maximum waiting time, which implies that only edges
e = {i, j} for i, j ∈ P fulfilling
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ξj − (ξi + ti,j) ≤ δwi (2.16)
and

ξi + ti,j − ξj ≤ δwj (2.17)
are added to E.

Or analogously, a relative threshold εwi compared to the customer’s drive-alone travel time
ti,n+i can be added to the model. Inequalities (2.16) and (2.17) as a criterion for building E
have to be changed to

ξj − (ξi + ti,j) ≤ (1 + εwi )ti,n+i (2.18)
and

ξi + ti,j − ξj ≤ (1 + εwj )tj,n+j (2.19)
in that case. However, also in this section as well as in the previous one, we will proceed
with absolute thresholds in the following because of the rather short distances within the
city network.

To give customers a monetary incentive to accept waiting times is also possible in a similar
way like in section 2.3.1. Again such a discount γ4 per minute for accepting a certain waiting
time is profit-relevant and has to be included in the objective function if the objective is
to maximize the profit of the provider. In the case of absolute thresholds, a customer i is
willing to accept a waiting time of awi minutes without any discount, a waiting time of more
than awi minutes but less than bwi minutes with a discount of γ4 per minute and is not willing
to accept a waiting time of more than bwi minutes at all.

In the case of awi = 0 for all customers i ∈ P , i.e. all customers accept a waiting time only
if they get a discount for each minute, the objective function stays linear:

(2.7)− 1
2γ4

∑
i∈P

∑
e∈E:i∈e

xi,ewte (2.20)

In the case of awi > 0 for some customer i ∈ P however, the objective function loses its
linearity because of the needed indicator function:

(2.7)− 1
2γ4

∑
i∈P

∑
e∈E:i∈e

xi,e(wte − (ξje − (ξie + tie,je))+ · awie − (ξie + tie,je − ξje)+ · awje)+ (2.21)

Again the positive part of a function is defined as f+ = sup{f, 0} and the case of relative
thresholds compared to the drive-alone travel times can be implemented analogously based
on constraints (2.18) and (2.19). Also here, analogously to section 2.3.1, we omit the trans-
formation to a MILP, since the function will not be used any further in the following course
of this thesis.
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2.3.3 Relocation Parameters

Despite all the extensions that have already been incorporated to our model, there are still
parameters missing in order to bring the model closer to reality. These parameters concern
among others the relocation of vehicles from low-demand areas to high-demand areas. One
can think of the underlying city area as a grid, in which there are some zones that have a
lower expected demand than the current number of vehicles within this zone (e.g. in sub-
urbs), and there are other zones with an expected high demand, where more vehicles are
needed than the ones which are already there (e.g. in the city center or railway stations).
Hence, it makes sense to relocate vehicles from so called supply zones to so called demand
zones.

According to [WB12], there are basically two different approaches of how to relocate ve-
hicles. One type of relocation strategies is user-based, which means that the relocation trips
are carried out by the customers themselves and hence no additional drivers are needed.
These strategies are based on different incentives or bonus models for the customers, in
which trips to high-demand areas are offered for a lower rate or even for free if necessary.
The second type of relocation strategies is operator-based, which means that interventions
are executed by the car sharing provider itself and hence either additional drivers or addi-
tional vehicles are needed. Some deeper insights regarding the two approaches as well as a
listing of advantages and disadvantages can be also found in [WB12].

Another crucial question in this subject is how to decide which zones are supply zones
and which zones are demand zones, or, in particular, which vehicles should be relocated to
which zone. In [JCB14], a dynamic approach is implemented, which decides in each minute
of the day if a particular zone is currently a supply or a demand zone. This means that a
zone can change its role from supplier to recipient and back any number of times during a
day. The threshold of deciding, whether a given zone is supply or demand zone, is based on
historic data within a certain minute of previous days. However, this approach is not really
applicable to our model because of multiple reasons.

First of all, we do not have the needed historic data available, since we only consider a
limited planning horizon (e.g. of one day). Furthermore, we made the assumption that the
model shall be built independently of autonomous driving and additional drivers relocating
the vehicles. Hence, it has to be made sure that in the case of multiple usage of a vehi-
cle, the next customer using the vehicle after a completed trip can reach it within walking
distance. Further details and an implementation of this requirement is presented in section 3.

However, in this section we want to introduce relocation parameters in the sense that highly
demanded nodes (e.g. the central station or downtown areas) are the most wanted end nodes
for each single vehicle tour. The closer a vehicle k ends its trip to a highly demanded area,
the less it has to be relocated during the night and the less relocation costs have to be paid.
For this purpose, we assign a positive value σi ∈ {1, . . . ,m} to each end node n + i ∈ D
reflecting its propinquity to a highly demanded area and use
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(2.7) + 1
2
∑
i∈P

∑
e∈E:i∈e

xi,eσie (2.22)

as an objective function to be maximized. Here, we assumed that σi < σj means that node
n + i has a lower demand of ride requests than node n + j, i.e. the higher σi is, the more
demanded is node n+ i.

2.3.4 Customer Preference Parameters

In this section, we take into account that customers might have special preferences or even
strict requirements regarding a possible ride match partner. The most considerable prefer-
ences according to [GHH11] concern the age and the gender of a possible ride share partner
as well as the fact that the potential partner is a smoker or not. Note that the more prefer-
ences are taken into account, the less edges e are added to the edge set E in section 2.2.3 and
the smaller becomes the probability for a customer of being matched. Different percentages
of customers having age, gender or smoking preferences have to be investigated in order to
trade off customer satisfaction against the acceptance rate of a match.

The idea of modeling these kinds of preference parameters is the same for all of them.
Based on the respective type of preference, we introduce binary dummy parameters of the
following form:

ai,j =

1 if customer j meets the preference requirement of customer i
0 otherwise.

In the following, we go through the three above mentioned preference parameters in partic-
ular and show a way of how to implement them in the mathematical model.

Age Preference

In order to be able to consider this parameter, first of all it is necessary to know about each
customer’s age. [GHH11] suggests a division of age levels into

1 ∧= Young
2 ∧= Middle Age
3 ∧= Old

and hence, every customer i ∈ P has an age

Ai ∈ {1, 2, 3}

and an age preference

Aprefi ∈ {{1}, {2}, {3}, {1, 2}, {1, 3}, {2, 3}, {1, 2, 3}}
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as input parameters when sending a ride request. We make the convention that no stated
age preference of customer i means that i would share a ride with any other customer no
matter his age and we set Aprefi = {1, 2, 3} in that case. We can then compute our binary
age parameters for deciding whether customer i would be compatible with customer j in
terms of age:

aagei,j =

1 if Aj ∈ Aprefi

0 otherwise.

Based on these parameters, only edges e = {i, j} fulfilling

aagei,j · a
age
j,i = 1 (2.23)

are added to E. These equations ensure that only customers, whose age preferences are
compatible with the actual age of the potential ride share partner, can be matched with
each other.

Gender Preference

In the same way as age categories are formed, we divide the customers into two groups
regarding their gender:

1 ∧= Male
2 ∧= Female

Then every customer i ∈ P has a gender

Gi ∈ {1, 2}
and a gender preference

Gpref
i ∈ {{1}, {2}, {1, 2}}

as input parameters when sending a ride request. Again, if customer i does not state any
gender preference at all, we set Gpref

i = {1, 2}. Then the binary gender parameters for
deciding whether customer i would be compatible with customer j in terms of gender are
given by

agenderi,j =

1 if Gj ∈ Gpref
i

0 otherwise.

This yields that only edges e = {i, j} fulfilling

agenderi,j · agenderj,i = 1 (2.24)
are added to the edge set E ensuring that only customers, whose gender preferences are
compatible with the actual gender of the potential ride share partner, can be matched with
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each other.

Smoking Preference

Also in the same way as for the two other preference types before, we divide the customers
into two groups regarding their status of being a smoker or not:

1 ∧= Smoker
2 ∧= Nonsmoker

Then, every customer i ∈ P has a status regarding smoking of

Si ∈ {1, 2}

and a smoking preference

Sprefi ∈ {{1}, {2}, {1, 2}}

as input parameters when sending a ride request. Also here, we automatically set Sprefi =
{1, 2} if customer i does not state any smoking preference at all in his request. The binary
smoker parameters for deciding whether customer i would be compatible with customer j in
terms of the smoker status are given by

asmokingi,j =

1 if Sj ∈ Sprefi

0 otherwise.

Then only edges e = {i, j} with

asmokingi,j · asmokingj,i = 1 (2.25)

are added to the edge set E. This ensures analogously to the age and gender preference
parameters that only customers, whose smoking preferences are compatible with the actual
smoker status of the potential ride share partner, can be matched with each other.

2.3.5 Minimum Cost Saving Parameters

In this section, we take the fact into consideration that some or all customers might need an
incentive in order to be willing to share a ride instead of driving on their own. This means
that a customer i ∈ P may define either an absolute or a relative threshold, which expresses
the corresponding minimum cost saving in order to be willing to share a ride. With the
same justification as in sections 2.3.1 and 2.3.2, we stick to absolute thresholds ψi ∈ N for all
customers i ∈ P in the following. Informally written, we thus have to ensure the following
inequality for a customer i if we want customer i to share a ride:

cost when sharing the ride ≤ cost without sharing the ride− ψi (2.26)
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In order to incorporate this requirement to the model, we have to make clear how the costs
for single customers are computed when sharing a ride. There are several thinkable ways of
doing that. In contrast to the basic model, where none of the customers was actually given
a monetary incentive to share a ride, ride sharers are rewarded for the willingness to share
their ride. Three different approaches of how to possibly specify the amount of the given
discount for a certain customer are introduced in the following.

1. Discount fixed by Partial Division based on single trips
According to [AESW10], one "natural" way of dividing the costs of a ride share is the
partial division based on single trips without ride shares. The cost of the joint trip is
proportional to the costs of the separate trips. In order to illustrate this, we define for
two customers i, j ∈ P and the corresponding ride share e = {i, j}:

ci = cost for customer i to travel from his origin to his destination
ci,j = cost of the joint trip of customer i and j together

Then each customer i pays the fraction of common costs ci,j which is proportional to
the costs of separate trips. This means customer i would pay

ci
ci + cj

· ci,j

in a ride share with customer j. By inserting the cost formula (2.6) from section 2.2.6,
we get

ci
ci + cj

· ci,j = cfix + cvardi,n+i

cfix + cvardi,n+i + cfix + cvardj,n+j
· (cfix + cvar · ce) .

If we now plug in this formula into the inequality (2.26), we conclude that only edges
e = {i, j} fulfilling

cfix + cvardi,n+i

2cfix + cvar(di,n+i + dj,n+j)
· (cfix + cvar · ce) ≤ cfix + cvardi,n+i − ψi (2.27)

and

cfix + cvardj,n+j

2cfix + cvar(di,n+i + dj,n+j)
· (cfix + cvar · ce) ≤ cfix + cvardj,n+j − ψj (2.28)

are added to the set E of feasible ride shares. The objective function does not change
in this case compared to the profit maximizing objective function in (2.7).
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2. General Discount for Sharing a Ride
On the one hand, it is thinkable that the company decides to fix a general discount
η ∈ N for each customer who shares a ride. Then, only edges e = {i, j} fulfilling

ψi ≤ η (2.29)

and

ψj ≤ η (2.30)

are added to the set E of feasible ride shares. The objective function (2.7) regarding
profit maximization becomes

αn+ β
∑
i∈P

di,n+i − η
∑
i∈P

∑
e∈E: i∈e

xi,e − γ1

[
1
2
∑
i∈P

∑
e∈E: i∈e

xi,e +
∑
i∈P

yi

]

− γ2

[
1
2
∑
i∈P

∑
e∈E: i∈e

xi,ece +
∑
i∈P

yidi,n+i

]
.

(2.31)

in this case. Note that the costs for the company remain the same compared to (2.7),
whereas the revenue is now calculated through the revenue in the case of all customers
driving separately from their origin to their destination minus the given discount η
from the "drive-alone-price" for sharing a ride.

3. Individual Discount for Sharing a Ride
On the other hand, one can also think of giving an individual discount to each customer
in the amount of a customer’s threshold ψi, for which he would be willing to share a
ride. If every customer who is sharing a ride is given the minimum discount that he
demands for sharing a ride, then constraints (2.29) and (2.30) are automatically fulfilled
and thus redundant. Hence, only the objective function (2.31) has to be adjusted in
the following way:

αn+ β
∑
i∈P

di,n+i −
∑
i∈P

∑
e∈E:i∈e

xi,eψi − γ1

[
1
2
∑
i∈P

∑
e∈E:i∈e

xi,e +
∑
i∈P

yi

]

− γ2

[
1
2
∑
i∈P

∑
e∈E:i∈e

xi,ece +
∑
i∈P

yidi,n+i

]
.

(2.32)

In the choice of a customer i to define their personal minimum savings threshold ψi,
there is a game theoretical decision process involved. The greedier and higher ψi
is chosen, the higher is the probability of not being matched at all and having to
pay the full price for a single ride. Game theoretical approaches in the field of ride
sharing considering the stability of ride matches and the effectiveness of ride sharing
incentives are, among others, discussed in [WAE15] and [KNZ11] and will not be further
investigated within this thesis.
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Note that in the discount models 2. and 3., a partial division of costs as proposed in [AESW10]
is not used anymore. Instead every customer gets a fixed discount independent of the cost
of common ride share trips. This discount is conceivable either as a monetary one, being
subtracted from the price payable, or as a discount given to customers in form of free extra
miles for their next trip, for example.
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3 Fixed Size of Vehicle Fleet
Section 2.1 was based on the assumption that each customer always has the chance to take
a ride on his own without sharing the ride, since a vehicle was technically available at each
node. This might not be a realistic assumption at least for a car sharing company running
its own fleet of vehicles. In reality, the provider usually has a fixed fleet

V = {1, . . . , |V |}

of vehicles available. These are denoted by k ∈ V in the following and can be used for
the ride sharing process. In a second step, an optimal fleet size can be found in order to
maximize the profit.

Note that once the assumption of each customer having a car available at any point of
time is dropped, the option of non-served customers arises, i.e. customers who will neither
be matched with another customer nor have a car available to ride on their own. Hence,
variables zi are introduced for all i ∈ P in the following way:

zi =

1 if customer i is neither sharing a ride nor has a car available
0 otherwise

Each customer i that cannot be served, comes along with a certain cost ϕ resulting from
several factors such as bad reputation or opportunity costs for not using the car sharing
service again. How high these costs are in particular, has to be estimated by the provider
itself. In any case, it will be profit relevant and hence included in the objective function as
a term of the form

− ϕ
∑
i∈P

zi. (3.1)

In contrast to the basic model, in which it was assumed that each customer i ∈ P has
a car available at any point of time and no car is used more than once, we now have to
keep track of the routes that the single vehicles are taking since they might need to get used
for more than one tour. Two ways of modeling such a situation are presented in the following.

In section 3.1, we define and examine the Dial-a-Ride Problem (DARP), which is a well
known optimization model and was first investigated in 1971 by [WSWH71]. In our case,
we consider the DARP in its special form with time windows by setting up an integer linear
program, i.e. by defining constraints with corresponding objective function, and by introduc-
ing some methods in the end of the section, which make the later on performed calculations
more efficient. Section 3.2 then tries to find a way more efficient approach by defining fixed
customer trips before solving the optimization problem and not allowing infinite chains of
concatenated trips. We refer to this approach as the Task Graph model and set it up in the
same way as the DARP model by defining the necessary constraints for the integer linear
program, adapting the objective function from section 3.1 and finally introducing methods
in order to make calculations more efficient.
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3.1 The Dial-a-Ride Problem
One way of incorporating a restricted vehicle fleet size into the model is to implement the
situation as a Dial-a-Ride Problem with Time Windows (DARPTW), in which customers
i ∈ P send requests for transportations from their origin i to their destination n + i within
a given time window [ξi, λi] ∈ [R+

0 × R+
0 ] with ξi < λi. Requests are carried out by vehicles

k ∈ V that in general have a capacity limit of Qk, which we assume to be Qk = 2 in our case
for all vehicles k ∈ V . The general goal is to design a minimum-cost set of vehicle routes
serving all customers. However, as already mentioned in the introduction of chapter 3, not
serving a customer at all is possible in the DARP model and in any case related to extra
costs ϕ.

Note that the DARPTW is in general a difficult problem and finding an optimal solution is
NP-hard, since it is a generalization of the famous Traveling Salesman Problem with Time
Windows (TSPTW), which is already NP-hard, i.e. not solvable in polynomial time unless
P = NP [LK81]. Hence, most of the previous work within this area has concentrated on
either heuristics or on small instances of the problem. Different approaches and algorithms
regarding solving a DARPTW can be found among others in [JOPW86], [MRR95], [CL03]
and [Cor06]. In the following, we will focus on setting up the model rather than on investi-
gating how to solve it efficiently. The interested reader is referred to the above mentioned
articles.

Before building up a mathematical model for the DARP, let us first recap the notations
introduced in chapter 2.2:

• P = {1, . . . , n} a finite set of start nodes for n ∈ N corresponding customer

• D = {n+ 1, . . . , 2n} a finite set of end nodes with n+ i the end node of customer i

• N = P ∪D = {1, . . . , 2n} the finite set of all locations in our network

With this notation, we can define the DARP on a complete graph:

Definition 3.1 (Weighted Directed Graph). Let V be a finite and nonempty set of nodes
and E ⊆ V ×V be a finite set of directed arcs, i.e. ordered node pairs (v, w). Let furthermore
c : E → R be a weight or cost function. Then G = (V,E, c) is called a weighted directed
graph.

In our case of a road network, this corresponds to a graph G = (N,E, c), where N is defined
as the set of all nodes including start locations as well as end locations and E ⊆ N × N
the available road network with cost function c : E → R, c((v, w)) = dv,w for all (v, w) ∈ E
representing the distance to travel from node v to w.

In the following course of this chapter, we develop a mathematical formulation of our DARP
model by first introducing the needed sets and parameters in chapters 3.1.1 and 3.1.2, before
building up the graph with all feasible edges in section 3.1.3. The purpose of the following
three sections is then to actually set up the linear integer program of our DARPTW by
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defining the needed variables (cf. section 3.1.4), constraints (cf. section 3.1.5) and objec-
tive function (cf. section 3.1.6). To conclude this chapter, we then present some ways for
improving the model in terms of efficiency and running time in section 3.1.7.

3.1.1 Sets

The DARP model is defined by a weighted directed graph G = (N,E, c) with node set
{1, . . . , 2n} containing the customers’ start and end locations. Analogously to section 2.2,
every customer i ∈ P also has an earliest possible departure time ξi from node i and a latest
acceptable arrival time λi at node n+ i. Hence, a customer is again fully characterized by a
trip announcement of the form Si = (i, n + i, ξi, λi) (cf. Definition 2.2). Thus, our input is
once more a set S = {S1, . . . , Sn} of trip announcements.

3.1.2 Parameters

Analogously to section 2.2, each arc (v, w) ∈ E does not only induce a travel distance dv,w
but in addition also a travel time tv,w and a travel cost cv,w. With each node v ∈ N in turn,
we associate in general a change of load qv, which is added to the respective vehicle when
visiting node v. Since at every node i ∈ P a customer is added to the vehicle visiting node
i, we have qi = 1 for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, and with the same argument that we drop off a
customer at nodes n+ i ∈ D, we have qn+i = −1 for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Furthermore, the size
of a vehicle k is given by sk ∈ N. Since we still follow our assumption from chapter 2.1 that
we run a homogeneous vehicle fleet of cars with exactly two seats, we can restrict ourselves
to the case of sk = 2 for all k ∈ V .

In addition, every customer i is assigned an individual walking distance µi, which he would
be able or willing to accept in order to reach the next car as seen from his origin.

3.1.3 Preliminaries

For a given node set N = {1, . . . , 2n} consisting of customers’ origins {1, . . . , n} and cus-
tomers’ destinations {n + 1, . . . , 2n}, create a node for each v ∈ N . We now build up the
arc set E in a way, such that only feasible arcs are added to E. Feasibility in this context
does not refer to cost feasibility anymore in contrast to chapter 2.2. Whether or not an arc
(v, w) is added to the arcs set E, solely depends on time feasibility between the two affected
customers. We have to consider four different cases:

• P → P : An arc (i, j) for i, j ∈ P is time feasible if either

ξi + ti,j + tj,n+j ≤ λj ∧
max{ξi + ti,j, ξj}+ tj,n+j + tn+j,n+i ≤ λi

corresponding to a trip of customer i with j without driver change starting at node i
or
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max{ξi + ti,j, ξj}+ tj,n+i ≤ λi ∧
max{ξi + ti,j, ξj}+ tj,n+i + tn+i,n+j ≤ λj

corresponding to a driver change from customer i to j hold. In both cases, we ensure
that both customer i and customer j can reach their destination before their latest
arrival time λi and λj, respectively. Note that the second option differs from the
definition of time feasibility in chapter 2.2 by allowing a driver change in a two-person
ride share.

• P → D: An arc (i, n+ j) for i, j ∈ P is time feasible if

max{ξj + tj,i, ξi}+ ti,n+j ≤ λj ∧
max{ξj + tj,i, ξi}+ ti,n+j + tn+j,n+i ≤ λi

hold. Note that an arc (i, n + j) already predefines that a driver change takes place
between j and i that node j has been visited at some point before node i and that
node n + i has to be visited at some point after node n + j. The given inequalities
ensure then that both customer i and j reach their destination on time, i.e. before
their latest arrival time λi and λj, respectively.

• D → P : An arc (n + i, j) for i, j ∈ P always implies that a third customer l ∈ P is
still in the car after visiting node n+ i, since otherwise the car would be empty. Then
(n+ i, j) is time feasible if either

ξi + ti,n+i + tn+i,j + tj,n+j ≤ λj ∧
max{ξi + ti,n+i + tn+i,j, ξj}+ tj,n+j + tn+j,n+l ≤ λl

corresponding to a trip of customer l and j without driver change starting at node l or

max{ξi + ti,n+i + tn+i,j, ξj}+ tj,n+l ≤ λl ∧
max{ξi + ti,n+i + tn+i,j, ξj}+ tj,n+l + tn+l,n+j ≤ λj

corresponding to a driver change from customer l to j hold. Again, in both cases we
make sure that customers j and l arrive at their destinations on time.

• D → D: An arc (n+ i, n+ j) for i, j ∈ P is time feasible if

max{ξj + tj,i, ξi}+ ti,n+i + tn+i,n+j ≤ λj,

i.e. if customer j arrives at node n+ j before the corresponding latest arrival time λj.
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Furthermore, even though we do not run any fixed depots in a free floating car sharing
framework (cf. section 1.1), we still introduce an artificial depot 2n + 1 and add it as an
additional node to our directed graph G. The reasons for that are basically of computational
nature (cf. section 5). Thus, all vehicles k ∈ V have to start their trip at node 2n + 1 and
also have to end it there. Hence, we add the following arcs to our feasible arcs set E as well:

• (2n+ 1, i) for all possible start locations i ∈ P of a vehicle trip

• (n+ i, 2n+ 1) for all possible end locations n+ i ∈ D of a vehicle trip

These arcs starting or ending at the artificial depot have the property that they have cost
zero, i.e. ce = 0 for all e ∈ E with 2n + 1 ∈ e. This takes account of the fact that the
depot cannot be seen as real node in the road network, but exclusively as a theoretical
construct. As a possible interpretation of this it can be argued that these trips from the
depot to start points of the trips and from end points of the trips back to the depot can
be seen as a relocation of the vehicles over night. Since we still adhere to the assumption
from section 2.1 that we do not take relocation into account because of the limited plan-
ning horizon of one day, those trips from and to the depot are not profit relevant for us. As
a further convention for later purposes, we define q2n+1 = 0 as the change of load in the depot.

Based on the feasible arcs set E created in this way, we build up sets Ev of possible feasible
destinations for each node v ∈ N ∪ {2n+ 1} in the following way:

Ev = {w ∈ N ∪ {2n+ 1} | (v, w) ∈ E}
These sets will help us later on to have direct access to all feasible trips within the road
network.

3.1.4 Variables

As already mentioned in the introduction of chapter 3, we need to take into account the
possibility of not serving a customer at all, when running only a limited number of vehicles.
Hence, we need variables

zi =

1 if customer i is neither sharing a ride nor has a car available
0 otherwise

for our DARP model. Furthermore, we define variables

xv,w,k =

1 if vehicle k travels from node v to node w
0 otherwise

for all v, w ∈ N ∪ {2n+ 1} and all k ∈ V modeling the flow of the single vehicles. It is also
possible that a vehicle k ∈ V is not used at all within the planning horizon of one day and
hence stays in the artificial depot. For this purpose we define variables

yk =

1 if vehicle k stays in the depot
0 otherwise
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for all k ∈ V . In order to model a vehicle flow over time, it is in addition necessary
to introduce time variables representing the arrival times of vehicles k at corresponding
locations v:

τv,k =

arrival time of vehicle k at node v if vehicle k is visiting node v on its tour
0 otherwise.

Analogously, the load capacity of a vehicle k is controlled over variables

Qv,k =

number of passengers in vehicle k after visiting node v if τv,k > 0
0 otherwise

for all k ∈ V and all v ∈ N in order to model the occupancy of active vehicles over time. By
also taking computational aspects into consideration in order to save computation time (cf.
chapter 5), it has shown in self performed test runs that variables

uv,k =

1 if vehicle k visits node v
0 otherwise,

taking account of whether a node v is visited or not by vehicle k, and

V
(1)
i,k =

1 if node i is the start node of vehicle k’s tour
0 otherwise,

V
(2)
i,k =

1 if node n+ i is the end node of vehicle k’s tour
0 otherwise,

as variables for the start and end points of the single tours, can make computations more
efficient.

3.1.5 Constraints

Before starting to formulate the constraints in detail, we define the variables uv,k, V (1)
i,k and

V
(2)
i,k , since they are directly linked to xv,w,k’s. In fact, their definition is not necessary for

the correctness of the model, but they help to make the structure of the program clearer on
the one hand and the program’s running time more efficient on the other hand. Hence, we
define constraints

ui,k =
∑
w∈Ei

xi,w,k ∀i ∈ P, ∀k ∈ V (3.2)

counting all outgoing trips from a node i by vehicle k and thus implementing the mentioned
linkage for all customer origins. The fact that node n + i has to be visited by vehicle k if
and only if k also visits node i can be modeled by
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ui,k = un+i,k ∀i ∈ P, ∀k ∈ V (3.3)

and completes the definition of the ui,k’s. This means that if a customer i is picked up at
their origin i by vehicle k, then this also implies a drop-off at their destination n + i by
vehicle k. Whether a node i is furthermore starting node for the tour of vehicle k can be
expressed by additional variables V (1)

i,k , which are defined as

V
(1)
i,k = x2n+1,i,k ∀i ∈ P, ∀k ∈ V. (3.4)

Analogously, the equations for possible tour end nodes n+ i are given by

V
(2)
i,k = xn+i,2n+1,k ∀i ∈ P, ∀k ∈ V. (3.5)

We also know that every tour of a vehicle k has to start and end at the artificial depot in
case the vehicle is active. Thus, the equations

∑
i∈P

V
(1)
i,k + yk = 1 ∀i ∈ P, ∀k ∈ V (3.6)

for the tour start locations and
∑
i∈P

V
(2)
i,k + yk = 1 ∀i ∈ P, ∀k ∈ V (3.7)

for the tour end locations have to hold. As a quick reminder, we note that vehicle k is not
active and hence stays in the depot if yk = 1. Also note that equations (3.6) and (3.7)
already imply the flow consistency constraint

∑
k∈V

∑
i∈P

V
(1)
i,k =

∑
k∈V

∑
i∈P

V
(2)
i,k

of the depot, ensuring that the outflow of the depot is equal to its inflow. In order to assure
the flow conservation not only in the depot but in each single node of the network, we set
the inflow equal to the outflow in each node for a specific car k:

∑
w∈N∪{2n+1}: v∈Ew

xw,v,k =
∑
w∈Ev

xv,w,k ∀v ∈ N,∀k ∈ V. (3.8)

Furthermore, we already know as well that a customer is either served by one of the vehicles
k ∈ V or not at all, which yields constraints

∑
k∈V

ui,k + zi = 1 ∀i ∈ P. (3.9)

Before now modeling the actual flow of certain vehicles, we first make sure by the following
constraints that a vehicle k ∈ V only carries out any tour if it is active and leaves the depot,
i.e. if its yk is equal to zero. Note that because of constraints (3.3), ensuring that the flow
through a customer’s origin i is equal to the flow through the customer’s destination n + i,
it is sufficient to only take all origins i ∈ P into consideration here, yielding inequalities
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xi,w,k ≤ 1− yk ∀i ∈ P, ∀w ∈ Ei,∀k ∈ V. (3.10)
We can now model the active vehicle’s flow over time by using our arrival time variables
τv,k defined in section 3.1.4. First of all, we ensure the technical case of τv,k = 0 if a node
v ∈ N is not visited by vehicle k at all. For this purpose we need a constant M ∈ N with
M ≥ maxi∈P{λi}. Then, the constraints

τv,k ≤M
∑

w∈N∪{2n+1}: v∈Ew
xw,v,k ∀v ∈ N,∀k ∈ V (3.11)

implement the mentioned case. Since from a computational point of view the goal should
always be to keep M as small as possible, but still big enough to fulfill the inequalities
independent of the variable values (cf. [HFO+10]), we set M = maxi∈P{λi}. Furthermore
note that τi,k = 0 also if i is the starting node of the tour of vehicle k. The following
constraints make sure that these time variables are consistent over time:

xv,w,k(τv,k + tv,w) ≤ τw,k ∀v ∈ N, ∀w ∈ Ev \ {2n+ 1},∀k ∈ V.
One notices that these time consistency constraints are non-linear. They can be linearized
by introducing constants Mv,w ∈ N for all v ∈ N , w ∈ N ∪ {2n+ 1} in the following way:

τv,k + tv,w −Mv,w(1− xv,w,k) ≤ τw,k ∀v ∈ N,∀w ∈ Ev \ {2n+ 1}, ∀k ∈ V. (3.12)

In order to ensure that constraints (3.12) are fulfilled independent of the variable values, we
need to chooseMv,w such thatMi,w ≥ λi− ti,n+i+ ti,w for v = i ∈ P andMn+i,w ≥ λi+ tn+i,w
for v = n+ i ∈ D. With the same argument as above that such constant big-M’s should be
chosen as small as possible for computational reasons, we choose the inequalities sharp as
equalities. Regarding the arrival time at a customer’s origin i and his destination n+ i, one
requirement is also that i is visited by vehicle k before n+ i in case customer i is served by
vehicle k. Moreover, the difference needs to be at least as big as the direct travel time ti,n+i,
yielding constraints

ti,n+iui,k ≤ τn+i,k − τi,k ∀i ∈ P, ∀k ∈ V. (3.13)
Analogously to time consistency constraints (3.12), we define load consistency by

xv,w,k(Qv,k + qw) ≤ Qw,k ∀v ∈ N ∪ {2n+ 1},∀w ∈ Ev,∀k ∈ V
in combination with the property that the car is empty at the depot, i.e.

Q2n+1,k = 0 ∀k ∈ V. (3.14)
Again we see that also load consistency constraints are non-linear. We linearize them once
more by introducing constants Ww,k ∈ N for all w ∈ N ∪ {2n + 1}, k ∈ V in the following
way:

Qv,k + qw −Ww,k(1− xv,w,k) ≤ Qw,k ∀v ∈ N ∪ {2n+ 1},∀w ∈ Ev, ∀k ∈ V. (3.15)
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In order to ensure that constraints (3.15) are fulfilled independent of the variable values, we
need to chooseWw,k such thatWw,k ≥ sk+qw for w ∈ N∪{2n+1}. With the same argument
as above that such constant big-M’s should be chosen as small as possible for computational
reasons, we choose the inequalities sharp as equalities.

Also related to the load variables Qv,k is the fact that we do not consider or allow any
relocation during the day at all, since one assumption was to set up the model independent
of autonomous driving and additional drivers during the considered limited time period (in
our case one day). Hence, whenever a vehicle k ∈ V reaches a node n+i ∈ D with Qn+i,k = 0,
then vehicle k has to specifically be picked up at node n + i in order to continue its route.
So vehicle k only continues its trip at node n+ i if there is a customer j 6= i, who is starting
his trip by any chance at node j = n+ i or at least within a walking distance µj, such that
dj,n+i ≤ µj. This can be ensured by inequalities

dj,n+i(xn+i,j,k −Qn+i,k) ≤ µj ∀i ∈ P, ∀j ∈ En+i,∀k ∈ V. (3.16)

With inequalities (3.16) we finish the flow constraints of our model in terms of time and load
capacity. What is still missing in the model are time feasibility constraints in order to make
sure that each customer i is served within the given time interval, i.e. not starting before
their earliest departure time ξi and arriving before their latest arrival time λi. Hence, the
following time feasibility constraints are added to the model:

(ξi + ti,w)xi,w,k ≤ τw,k ∀i ∈ P, ∀w ∈ Ei,∀k ∈ V, (3.17)

τn+i,k ≤ λi ∀i ∈ P, ∀k ∈ V. (3.18)

We also have to add boundaries for the load variables Qi,k by defining constraints

max{0, qv}uv,k ≤ Qv,k ∀v ∈ N,∀k ∈ V, (3.19)

∑
k∈V

Qv,k ≤ min{sk, sk + qv} ∀v ∈ N, ∀k ∈ V (3.20)

ensuring that a vehicle is only occupied after node v if it actually visits node v (constraints
(3.19)) and that the maximum capacity of a vehicle is not exceeded (constraints (3.20)). At
the same time, we make sure that Qv,k is equal to zero if node v is not visited by vehicle k,
which yields us the constraints

Qv,k ≤ skuv,k ∀v ∈ N, ∀k ∈ V. (3.21)

This concludes the part of our capacity constraints. In a last step, the decision variables
xv,w,k and yk for all v, w ∈ N ∪ {2n+ 1} and all k ∈ V as well as the variables uv,k, zi, V (1)

i,k

and V (2)
i,k for all v ∈ N , i ∈ P and k ∈ V are set to binary variables, i.e. adding constraints

xv,w,k ∈ {0, 1} ∀v, w ∈ N ∪ {2n+ 1},∀k ∈ V, (3.22)
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yk ∈ {0, 1} ∀k ∈ V, (3.23)

uv,k ∈ {0, 1} ∀v ∈ N,∀k ∈ V, (3.24)

zi ∈ {0, 1} ∀i ∈ P, (3.25)

V
(1)
i,k ∈ {0, 1} ∀i ∈ P, ∀k ∈ V, (3.26)

V
(2)
i,k ∈ {0, 1} ∀i ∈ P, ∀k ∈ V (3.27)

completes the model. In all, constraints (3.9) - (3.27) form a raw version of the final ILP.
In section 3.1.7, it will be shown how this ILP can be modified, in order to improve the
computational efficiency. This final, modified version of the DARP is then summarized
together with the objective function regarding profit maximization in Appendix A.

3.1.6 Objective Function

Analogously to the objective function regarding profit maximization in (2.7), the main goal
here is to maximize the profit from the provider’s point of view. With the notation from
section 2.2.6, we get an objective function of the form

α
∑
i∈P

∑
k∈V

(1−Qn+i,k)ui,k + (β − γ2)
∑
v∈N

∑
w∈Ev

∑
k∈V

(xv,w,kdv,w)−ϕ
∑
i∈P

zi− γ1
∑
k∈V

(1− yk) (3.28)

to be maximized. One notices that this objective function is not linear in the first term and
moreover not even convex. In the next section it will be shown, among others, how this issue
can be dealt with in order to lower the computational effort when implementing the model
(cf. section 5).

3.1.7 Model Improvements regarding Efficient Computability

One should always keep in mind that a DARP is due to its combinatorial nature similar to
other routing problems difficult to solve. Hence, a lot of heuristics and algorithms have been
developed to solve various forms of DARPs. In [dPLS+04], a special case of our variant of
the DARP is stated to be NP-hard. In particular, they treat the case of capacity limit 1, the
sources of all vehicles coincide, there are no time windows given, in which the requests have
to be served, the possible walking distances are unbounded and the objective is to minimize
the completion time, at which all requests have been served. Since it is also stated that the
case of capacity limits Qk > 1 is harder to solve than the case of capacity limits Qk = 1,
the NP-hardness of our DARP-version follows. In section 3.2 we hence define a different
approach for addressing this problem of a restricted vehicle fleet size.

Before doing so, however, we try to improve the underlying DARP model with regard to
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efficient computability. It should be stressed out once more that none of these modifications
is needed for the correctness of the model. Instead, they aim exclusively at making calcula-
tions more efficient in practical applications. In particular, the following improvements can
be made:

• The first way of improving the model is based on symmetry breaking constraints. These
take advantage of the fact that the underlying vehicle fleet is homogeneous, i.e. all
vehicles are identical. It has been investigated in [CL13] that a program containing
symmetry constraints is much easier to solve than the corresponding program without
those constraints. The idea is based on the fact that with a homogeneous vehicle fleet
of size V , there are V ! permutations of an optimal solution, all leading to the same
objective value. Hence, one can set the rule that vehicle k is only allowed to leave
the depot if vehicle k − 1 leaves the depot as well for all k ∈ {2, . . . ,V}. This can be
assured by the following constraints:

∑
i∈P

x2n+1,i,k ≤
∑
i∈P

x2n+1,i,k−1 ∀k ∈ V, k 6= 1. (3.29)

These inequalities take already away some symmetry in the model.

• More symmetry can be removed by only considering the active vehicles now. Assume
there are l ≤ V vehicles leaving the depot, then there are still l! identical optimal
solutions in the sense that their objective values are the same. This symmetry can
be broken by requiring that vehicle k − 1 has to start its tour at a node with higher
corresponding number than vehicle k. Constraints

∑
i∈P

i · x2n+1,i,k ≤
∑
i∈P

i · x2n+1,i,k−1 ∀k ∈ V, k 6= 1. (3.30)

ensure exactly the demanded requirement.

• As already stated in section 3.1.6, the used objective function is not linear and moreover
not even convex. That makes the solving process of a maximization problem much
harder. Hence, one way of bypassing this factor of computational inefficiency is to
make the objective function convex. For this purpose, we introduce new variables Q(u)

i,k

for all i ∈ P and all k ∈ V in the following way:

Q
(u)
i,k =

0 if ui,k = 0 or Qn+i,k > 0
1 otherwise

This helps us linearizing the objective function and in particular the first term of the
function, which was non-linear in the variables ui,k and Qn+i,k for all i ∈ P and all
k ∈ V . A definition of Q(u)

i,k in the above stated way can be reached by adding the
following constraints to the model:

Q
(u)
i,k ≤ ui,k ∀i ∈ P, ∀k ∈ V, (3.31)
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Q
(u)
i,k ≤ 1−Qn+i,k ∀i ∈ P, ∀k ∈ V, (3.32)

Q
(u)
i,k ∈ {0, 1} ∀i ∈ P, ∀k ∈ V. (3.33)

Then the objective function including the new variables Q(u)
i,k becomes

α
∑
i∈P

∑
k∈V

Q
(u)
i,k + (β − γ2)

∑
v∈N

∑
w∈Ev

∑
k∈V

(xv,w,kdv,w)− ϕ
∑
i∈P

zi − γ1
∑
k∈V

(1− yk), (3.34)

which is a linear and hence convex function.

• In a last step of model improvements regarding efficient computability, one has to
take a little background into account, about how an ILP is solved. A commonly used
method to get a solution are branch-and-cut algorithms. These algorithms basically
work by solving a sequence of linear programming relaxations (LP-relaxations). For a
more detailed background about branch-and-cut methods for combinatorial optimiza-
tion problems, the interested reader is referred to [Mit02] for example. In this chapter,
more the method of how to improve this specific DARP model shall be paramount.

For this purpose, it is enough to know that branch-and-cut algorithms consider LP-
relaxations of the original ILP and compare in each iteration the best integer solution
found so far with the optimal fractional solution of the LP-relaxation. Once the relative
difference becomes small enough, the algorithm stops. Note that the LP-relaxation will
always have an objective value at least as good as the objective value of the best integer
solution found so far. Hence, one approach could be to restrict the LP-relaxation more
and more by adding further constraints to the original ILP. In our case it turned out
that the LP-relaxation allowed solutions, where the arrival time at a node, which is
not a start node of a vehicle trip, was zero. In particular, it hence makes sense to add
constraints

min
w∈N\{i,2n+1}

{tw,i} · (
∑
w∈Ei

xi,w,k − x2n+1,i,k − zi) ≤ τi,k ∀i ∈ P, ∀k ∈ V, (3.35)

in order to exclude this case.

In summary, we have to state clearly that there are in general many options to improve
the model to reach a more efficient computability. Especially the last mentioned point
of getting the solution of the LP-relaxation closer to the best integer solution does not
follow any predetermined rule, but is rather based on the beholder’s point of view and even
sometimes depends on the instance under consideration. Hence, the given list of model
improvements only represents an excerpt of all possible model improvements and is not
meant to be exhaustive.
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3.2 Task Graph Model
As mentioned in the last chapter, a DARP is in general hard to solve. Hence, it might make
sense from a computational point of view to consider a different approach besides the DARP
model. One computational difficulty in the DARP model is that vehicle trips of arbitrary
length are possible in theory. This means that trips like Vk = (i1, i2, i1 + n, i3, i2 + n, . . . ) or
Wk = (i1, i2, i2 + n, i3, i1 + n, . . . ) as well as combinations of both kinds of trips are feasible
for any vehicle k ∈ V and any i1, i2, i3, · · · ∈ P provided that the sequence is time feasible.
These kinds of trip sequences would for example also include arbitrarily many driver changes
at nodes i1+n, i2+n, . . . (e.g. in the sequence Vk) or require that drivers have enough time to
pick up and drop off more than one customer within their time window (e.g. in the sequence
Wk).

Because of time and location feasibility issues, trips like these of arbitrary length are un-
likely to happen in practice. For practical aspects in terms of car sharing, a restriction to a
maximum trip length of 6 nodes seems reasonable in the following, i.e. to 3 customers and to
maximal one driver change. Hence, the only possible trip patterns that we take into consid-
eration here are (i1, i2, i2 +n, i1 +n) for two-customer-trips and (i1, i2, i1 +n, i3, i3 +n, i2 +n)
for three-customer-trips for any i1, i2, i3 ∈ P . This improves the complexity of the problem,
since the number of feasible trips for a vehicle k gets smaller.

In the following, we will present a way of setting up a mathematical model for that by
creating a directed acyclic task graph, in which each node stands for a feasible trip and an
arc between two nodes only exists if the start point of the succeeding node is within walking
distance to the end point of the proceeding node and moreover time feasibility is given.
Furthermore, we have an additional node 0 taking the role of the artificial depot analogously
to section 3.1. The following example illustrates the concept.

Example 3.2. Imagine the situation that we are given three customer requests of customers
A, B and C. There are several ways now, how these three customers could carry out trips in
order to get from their origins to their destinations. Let us, for simplicity reasons, assume
that all trip combinations are time feasible and also the walking distance is not an issue in
this case. Then, in particular the following nodes are contained in our task graph then:

• The artificial depot 0

• One-customer trips A, B, C

• Two-customer trips AB, BA, AC, CA, BC, CB

• Three-customer trips ABC, ACB, BAC, BCA, CAB, CBA

In order to build up the arc set of our task graph, we start by noticing that each customer
can only be visited once. Regarding customer A for example this means that at most one
task graph node out of the following node set can be visited in a feasible tour:

{A,AB,BA,AC,CA,ABC,ACB,BAC,BCA,CAB,CBA}
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Analogously the same holds for customers B and C, meaning that only one node from each
of the sets

{B,AB,BA,BC,CB,ABC,ACB,BAC,BCA,CAB,CBA}

{C,AC,CA,BC,CB,ABC,ACB,BAC,BCA,CAB,CBA}

can be visited. Hence, the full task graph in this example without the depot under the
assumption that all trips are time feasible and we do not consider walking distance issues,
is given in figure 3.1. The depot is skipped in this draft due to clarity reasons, since it is
connected by arcs in both directions with each node of the graph, which would make the
drawing confusing.

A

B

C

AB

BA

AC

CA

BC

CB

ABC ACB

BAC BCA

CAB CBA

Figure 3.1: Example of a task graph with three customers A,B and C

The drawn undirected edges here should be seen as directed arcs in both directions.

In order to bring the just illustrated method of building up a new graph, which will be our
task graph, from the given input of customer requests into a structured method, we start by
defining the needed sets and parameters for this approach. Since the given customer input
and other parameters, such as distance, vehicle and other customer parameters are identical
to the ones introduced in sections 3.1.1 and 3.1.2, we immediately start with constructing
the graph based on this input data. The structure of the following procedure is analogous to
the one in chapter 3.1. We set up the model defining linear integer program by generating
the task graph in section 3.2.1 and based on that the model variables (cf. section 3.2.2), the
constraints (cf. section 3.2.3) and the objective function (cf. section 3.2.4). In chapter 3.2.5,
we finally present some possibilities of how to improve the Task Graph model in terms of
efficiency and running time.

In the following, we denote one-customer trips by ϑi, two-customer trips starting at i, ending
at n+ i by ϑi,j and three-customer trips starting at h, ending at n+ i by ϑh,i,j for customers
h, i, j ∈ P with h 6= i, h 6= j, i 6= j.
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3.2.1 Preliminaries

We define the vertex set TV of our task graph TG = (TV, TE) as TV = {0} ∪ V1 ∪ V2 ∪ V3
containing the following components:

• The artificial depot 0

• V1 := {ϑ1, . . . , ϑn} with ϑi = (i, i + n) ∈ (P ×D) for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n} the vertices of
TV corresponding to one-customer trips.

• The set of all two-customer trips

V2 :=
n⋃
i=1

V2,i,

where V2,i contains exactly those two-customer trips ϑi,j ∈ (P × P ×D ×D) that are
time feasible, i.e. that fulfill

ξi + ti,j + tj,n+j ≤ λj

and

max{ξi + ti,j, ξj}+ tj,n+j + tn+j,n+i ≤ λi.

• In the case n ≥ 3, the set of all three-customer trips

V3 =
n⋃
h=1

V3,h,

where V3,h contains exactly those three-customer trips ϑh,i,j ∈ (P×P×D×P×D×D)
that are time feasible, i.e. that fulfill

max{ξh + th,i, ξi}+ ti,h+n ≤ λh,

max{max{ξh + th,i, ξi}+ ti,h+n + th+n,j, ξj}+ tj,n+j ≤ λj

and

max{max{ξh + th,i, ξi}+ ti,h+n + th+n,j, ξj}+ tj,n+j + tn+j,n+i ≤ λi.

By this, we get our set TV of feasible trips ϑ ∈ TV with a maximum of three customers
participating. Each such trip ϑ is connected with six different features: the trip’s earliest end
time κϑ, the latest end time λϑ, the minimum time tϑ needed to carry out the trip without
any waiting times, the start location vϑ, the end location wϑ and the trip distance dϑ. For
one-customer trips ϑi, these parameters can be calculated as follows:
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κϑi = ξi + ti,n+i, λϑi = λi, tϑi = ti,n+i,

vϑi = i, wϑi = n+ i, dϑi = di,n+i.

Analogously, they can be calculated for two-customer trips ϑi,j

κϑi,j = max{ξi + ti,j, ξj}+ tj,n+j + tn+j,n+i, λϑi,j = λi, tϑi,j = ti,j + tj,n+j + tn+j,n+i,

vϑi,j = i, wϑi,j = n+ i, dϑi,j = di,j + dj,n+j + dn+j,n+i.

and for three-customer trips ϑh,i,j

κϑh,i,j = max{max{ξh + th,i, ξi}+ ti,h+n + th+n,j, ξj}+ tj,n+j + tn+j,n+i, λϑh,i,j = λi,

tϑh,i,j = th,i + ti,h+n + th+n,j + tj,n+j + tn+j,n+i, vϑh,i,j = h,

wϑh,i,j = n+ i, dϑh,i,j = dh,i + di,h+n + dh+n,j + dj,n+j + dn+j,n+i.

We can now formalize the requirement, which was already mentioned in Example 3.2, namely
that each customer h ∈ P can only be visited once. For that purpose, we build a set TVh for
each h ∈ P containing all trips ϑ ∈ TV , in which customer h is included. Formally written,
this yields us sets

TVh := {ϑh} ∪ V2,h ∪

 n⋃
i=1,
i 6=h

{ϑi,h}

 ∪ V3,h ∪


n⋃
i=1,
i 6=h

n⋃
j=1,
j 6=h,
j 6=i

{ϑi,h,j}

 ∪


n⋃
i=1,
i 6=h

n⋃
j=1,
j 6=h,
j 6=i

{ϑi,j,h}

 .

Furthermore, we build a set TTVϑ for each node ϑ ∈ TV that contains all nodes θ ∈ TV ,
which cannot be visited if ϑ is visited, i.e. which are contained in at least one TVh containing
ϑ. This can be expressed by

TTVϑ =
⋃

h: ϑ∈TVh
TVh.

Now, all prerequisites have been created in order to build the full task graph TG. What is
still missing for that is the set TE of arcs in the task graph. An arc (ϑ, θ) ∈ (TV ×TV ) can
only be added to TE if the two trips do not have any customer in common and are hence
not both at the same time contained in any TVh. With the just defined sets TTVϑ, this is
equivalent to requiring

θ /∈ TTVϑ and ϑ /∈ TTVθ.

This completes the definition of the task graph TG = (TV, TE) and we can start with setting
the actual optimization problem.
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3.2.2 Variables

As in the DARP model in section 3.1.4, we first introduce variables that take into account
the possibility of not serving a customer i ∈ P at all, when running only a limited number
of vehicles. Hence, we need variables

zi =

1 if customer i is not served at all
0 otherwise

for our task graph model. Also similarly to the DARP model in section 3.1.4 applied to the
task graph model, we define decision variables

xϑ,θ,k =

1 if vehicle k visits node θ after node ϑ
0 otherwise

for all ϑ, θ ∈ TV and all k ∈ V modeling the flow of the single vehicles. Again it is also
possible that a vehicle k ∈ V is not used at all within the planning horizon of one day and
hence stays in the artificial depot. For this purpose we define variables

yk =

1 if vehicle k stays in the depot
0 otherwise

for all k ∈ V . In order to model a vehicle flow over time, it is once again necessary to
introduce time variables τϑ,k representing the completion times of a vehicle k carrying out
trip ϑ:

τϑ,k =

vehicle k’s completion time of trip ϑ if vehicle k carries out trip ϑ on its tour
0 otherwise.

Furthermore, it seems again reasonable due to running time reasons that variables

uϑ,k =

1 if vehicle k carries out tour ϑ
0 otherwise,

taking account of whether a node ϑ of the task graph is visited or not by vehicle k, and

Uϑ =

1 if tour ϑ is carried out by any vehicle
0 otherwise,

indicating, whether or not node ϑ of the task graph is visited at all, can help in ensuring
a more efficient computability. This completes the set of used variables in the task graph
model.
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3.2.3 Constraints

Similarly to the structure in section 3.1.5, we start by setting variables uϑ,k and Uϑ for all
ϑ ∈ TV and all k ∈ V . Again note that their definition is not necessary for the correctness
of the model, but they help to make the structure of the program clearer on the one hand
and the program more efficient on the other hand. This yields us the constraints

uϑ,k =
∑
θ∈TV,
θ/∈TTVϑ

xθ,ϑ,k ∀ϑ ∈ TV \ {0}, ∀k ∈ V, (3.36)

counting all outgoing trips from a node ϑ by vehicle k, and

Uϑ =
∑
k∈V

uϑ,k ∀ϑ ∈ TV \ {0}, (3.37)

counting all cars visiting node ϑ. In a next step, we ensure that at most one node of TVh
for each h ∈ P is visited (cf. section 3.2.1 for the exact definition of TVh). The following
constraints implement that:

∑
ϑ∈TVh

Uϑ ≤ 1, ∀ϑ ∈ TV. (3.38)

The case that no node of TVh for a h ∈ P is visited at all corresponds to the case that
customer h is not served. Analogously to the DARP model in section 3.1.5, this is handled
through variables zh in the following way:

zh = 1−
∑

ϑ∈TVh
Uϑ, ∀h ∈ P. (3.39)

What is also needed in this task graph model, is the flow conservation in each node ϑ ∈ TV .
Setting the inflow in each node for a specific vehicle k ∈ V equal to the outflow in the same
node for vehicle k yields us equations

∑
θ∈TV,
θ/∈TTVϑ

xϑ,θ,k =
∑
θ∈TV,
θ/∈TTVϑ

xθ,ϑ,k ∀ϑ ∈ TV, ∀k ∈ V. (3.40)

To also link variables yk for all k ∈ V with the model, we need to make sure that vehicle
k leaves the depot and turns back to the depot in case it is active and stays in the depot
otherwise. The latter case corresponds to a value of zero for yk, which can be expressed by
constraints

∑
ϑ∈TV \{0}

x0,ϑ,k + yk = 1 ∀k ∈ V (3.41)

for the start locations of vehicle tours and by constraints
∑

ϑ∈TV \{0}
xϑ,0,k + yk = 1 ∀k ∈ V (3.42)

for the end locations of vehicle tours. Note that the flow conservation of the depot follows
from equations (3.41) and (3.42). What is still missing regarding the vehicle flows, is to
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model the active vehicle’s flow over time by using our completion time variables τϑ,k defined
in section 3.2.2. First of all, we ensure the technical case of τϑ,k = 0 if a node ϑ ∈ TV \ {0}
is not visited by vehicle k at all. Then, the constraints

τϑ,k ≤ λϑ · uϑ,k ∀ϑ ∈ TV \ {0},∀k ∈ V (3.43)
implement the mentioned case. Similar to the DARP model in section 3.1.5, time consistency
constraints in this task graph model require the usage of big-M’s in form of constantsMϑ ∈ N
for each ϑ ∈ TV \ {0} fulfilling the following inequalities:

τϑ,k + tθ −Mθ(1− xϑ,θ,k) ≤ τθ,k ∀ϑ ∈ TV \ {0},∀θ ∈ TV \ {0}, θ /∈ TTVϑ,∀k ∈ V (3.44)
We notice that Mϑ = tϑ + maxi∈P λi is a sufficiently large choice for our big-M, since no τϑ,k
can be greater than maxi∈P λi. Constraints (3.44) conclude the vehicle flow constraints. We
can now ensure by time feasibility constraints that no trip ϑ ∈ TV \ {0} starts before its
earliest departure time and ends after its latest arrival time. The former requirement can be
met by constraints

κϑ · uϑ,k ≤ τϑ,k ∀ϑ ∈ TV \ {0}, ∀k ∈ V, (3.45)
whereas the latter ones are implemented by constraints

∑
k∈V

τϑ,k ≤ λϑ ∀ϑ ∈ TV \ {0}. (3.46)

Finally, we implement in a last step the fact that a trip θ ∈ TV \ {0} can only succeed a
trip ϑ ∈ TV \ {0} if the end location of ϑ is in walking distance for the first driver of trip θ
from his origin, i.e.

xϑ,θ,k · dwϑ,vθ ≤ µvθ ∀ϑ ∈ TV \ {0},∀θ ∈ TV \ {0}, θ /∈ TTVϑ,∀k ∈ V. (3.47)
Setting the variables xϑ,θ,k, yk, uϑ,k, Uϑ and zi as binary variables by

xϑ,θ,k ∈ {0, 1} ϑ ∈ TV, ∀θ ∈ TV \ TTVϑ,∀k ∈ V, (3.48)

yk ∈ {0, 1} ∀k ∈ V, (3.49)

uϑ,k ∈ {0, 1} ∀ϑ ∈ TV \ {0},∀k ∈ V, (3.50)

Uϑ ∈ {0, 1} ∀ϑ ∈ TV \ {0}, (3.51)

zi ∈ {0, 1} ∀i ∈ P, (3.52)
completes the model. In summary, constraints (3.36) - (3.52) form the final ILP. In section
3.1.7 it will be shown, how also this ILP can be modified in order to improve the computa-
tional efficiency analogously to chapter 3.1.7. This final, modified version of the task graph
is then summarized together with the objective function regarding profit maximization in
Appendix B.
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3.2.4 Objective Function

The objective function completes the final ILP of this optimization problem represented as
a task graph. It can be written analogously to (3.28) as

α
∑

ϑ∈TV \{0}
Uϑ + (β − γ2)

∑
ϑ∈TV \{0}

Uϑdϑ − ϕ
∑
i∈P

zi − γ1
∑
k∈V

(1− yk) (3.53)

and we get the final ILP by constraints (3.36) - (3.52) in combination with objective function
(3.53) maximizing the profit.

3.2.5 Model Improvements

Also this task graph model can be further improved in terms of computability by symmetry
breaking constraints. Analogously to section 3.1.7, we can take advantage of the fact that we
consider a homogeneous vehicle fleet and we hence get unnecessarily many optimal solutions
all providing the same objective value. The constraints breaking this symmetry in the task
graph model are given by

∑
ϑ∈TV \{0}

x0,ϑ,k ≤
∑

ϑ∈TV \{0}
x0,ϑ,k−1 ∀k ∈ V, k 6= 1 (3.54)

for the set V of all vehicles and by
∑

ϑ∈TV \{0}
vϑx0,ϑ,k ≤

∑
ϑ∈TV \{0}

vϑx0,ϑ,k−1 ∀k ∈ V, k 6= 1 (3.55)

for the subset of all active vehicles. Further improvements regarding the LP-relaxation of
the problem are possible as well, however as already stated in section 3.1.7 there might be
arbitrarily many of them. Hence, we skip the part of picking some of them at this point.
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4 Parametric Linear Programming
The overall goal of this section is to provide the theoretical basis for the computational part
of the parameter analysis in section 5. For that purpose, we want to introduce the method
of parametric linear programming and the corresponding sensitivity analysis of single pa-
rameters, like for example cost parameters. Note first of all however that these concepts
are based on the duality theory for linear programs and can hence not be easily transferred
and applied to integer linear programs as we face them in chapters 2.1 and 3. The idea of
this chapter is thus not to provide an overall and complete theory about parametric linear
programming, but rather to give an introduction to the topic and then try to apply it to our
case of integer linear programs.

Before starting with some deeper insights regarding the sensitivity analysis in linear pro-
grams, the motivation of this whole procedure shall be stated in a nutshell. The starting
point is always a primal linear optimization problem (LP) in standard form given by

(LP)
min cTx
s.t. Ax = b

x ≥ 0

with coefficient matrix A ∈ Rm×n, right-hand side (RHS) parameter vector b ∈ Rm and cost
vector c ∈ Rn. Note that any general optimization problem of the form

min
x
{cTx | Ax ≤ b, x ≥ 0}

can be always brought to the standard form in (LP) by introducing slack variables. Hence,
we can assume without loss of generality in the following that the given problem is in stan-
dard form. An optimal solution for (LP) can now be found by conventional solving methods
for linear programming, such as the simplex method or interior point methods. It might be
the case though that parameter vectors b and c are either not fully correct, because their
value determination was associated with an uncertainty for example, or just change their
value over time. Hence, we would like to know, how a change of those parameters affects an
optimal solution of our original problem (LP). This investigation can be done by sensitivity
analysis.

The further structure of this chapter looks as follows: In section 4.1, we will give some
fundamentals of parametric linear programming and introduce the method of sensitivity
analysis mathematically from a dual point of view. After that, the application of these
methods to integer linear programming is investigated in section 4.2.

4.1 Sensitivity Analysis in Linear Programming
All the notations, methods, results and proofs within this chapter are, if not stated otherwise,
taken over from [JJRT97]. As already mentioned and defined in the introduction of section
4, any general linear program (LP) can be written in standard form
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min
x
{cTx | Ax = b, x ≥ 0}

with A ∈ Rm×n, b ∈ Rm and c ∈ Rn. A vector x∗ ≥ 0 fulfilling Ax∗ = b is called a primal
feasible solution and the objective is to find a vector x∗ that minimizes the objective function
cTx. To every primal problem (LP) corresponds a problem (LD), given by

(LD)
max bTy
s.t. ATy + s = c

s ≥ 0

We call (LD) the Dual Problem and a vector (y∗, s∗) fulfilling ATy∗ + s∗ = c dual feasible.
For every primal feasible x∗ and dual feasible (y∗, s∗), weak duality ensures cTx∗ ≥ bTy∗

and strong duality states that equality holds if and only if the primal and dual solutions are
optimal.

Alternatively, optimality can also be expressed by the complementary slackness conditions.
For that purpose, denote by aj the j-th column of the matrix A. Then a primal-dual feasible
solution pair x∗, (y∗, s∗) is optimal if and only if

x∗js
∗
j = x∗j(cj − aTj y∗) = 0 ∀j = 1, . . . , n. (4.1)

In the standard sensitivity analysis, one component of either the RHS-parameter vector b
or of the cost vector c is changed. An example of a change in the cost component cj and
its impact on the optimal value of the optimization problem is given in figure 4.1. By cj we
mean the coefficient of the variable xj in the objective function.

Figure 4.1: Optimal Value as a univariate function in the cost parameter cj, Source:
[JJRT97]

The graph in Figure 4.1 is technically generated by solving the underlying optimization
problem for the different values of the cost parameter cj and drawing these data points into
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the shown coordinate system. The optimal value corresponds to the maximum profit in our
context of a car sharing provider. Note that in the case of cj here, the optimal value function
is piecewise linear, concave and monotonically increasing. From figure 4.1 one can see that
there are several intervals for cj, on which the optimal value function is linear. We call these
intervals Linearity Intervals. The points, at which the slope of the function changes, are
called Breakpoints in this context and based on the implementations in [JJRT97].

Generally spoken, the slope of the optimal value function can be seen as the rate of change,
at which the optimal value changes in the case that a change in cj occurs. We call this rate
of change the Shadow Price of cj. However, one has to be aware of the fact that this shadow
price is not unique in the case, when cj is a breakpoint of the optimal value function. Hence
we remark that the shadow price for a cj is constant only in the interior of a linearity inter-
val. In a breakpoint, one has to distinguish between left and right shadow prices and thus
between a decreasing and an increasing cj respectively. For a further theoretical analysis of
these cases, we refer the reader to [Gre86].

In the remainder of this chapter, we will investigate, how to find these breakpoints in theory,
before performing practical tests on that issue in chapter 5. The methods and results pre-
sented in the following are, as already mentioned above in the introduction of this section,
taken over from [JJRT97]. A central concept in this chapter is the parametrization, express-
ing the procedure of varying one or more parameters in a given specified range. We will
come back to it several times in the following and furthermore use the following notation:

• (P) and (D) the primal and dual LP problems respectively

• P and D the sets of feasible solutions for (P) and (D) respectively

• P∗ and D∗ the sets of optimal solutions for (P) and (D) respectively

• (P (b, c)) and (D(b, c)) the parametrization of the primal and the dual LP problems
respectively regarding b and c

• b(β) the parametrization of the RHS-vector b, given by

b(β) := b+ β∆b,

where ∆b is a given perturbation vector

• c(γ) the parametrization of the cost vector c, given by

c(γ) := c+ γ∆c,

where ∆c is a given perturbation vector

• P∗β and D∗β the sets of optimal solutions for (P (b(β), c)) and (D(b(β), c)) respectively

• P∗γ and D∗γ the sets of optimal solutions for (P (b, c(γ))) and (D(b, c(γ))) respectively

• z(b, c) the optimal value function depending on the parameters b and c
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• f(β) the parametrization of the objective value function regarding β given by

f(β) := z(b(β), c)

and g(γ) the parametrization of the objective value function regarding γ given by

g(γ) = z(b, c(γ))

We notice that we only consider the case of one parameter changing here, i.e. either b or c
changes, but not both. The case of a simultaneous change is much harder in theory as well as
in practice and would hence go beyond the scope of this introduction to sensitivity analysis.
The interested reader is referred to [WW90] or [Gre00] among others for the multi-parameter
case.

Furthermore, we note that elements of the sets D, D∗ or D∗β always contain two compo-
nents and are hence of the form (y, s). However, assumed that A has full rank, we can
always identify a unique s ≥ 0 with a unique y, such that ATy+ s = c and vice versa. Thus,
we will sometimes just write y ∈ D or s ∈ D instead of (y, s) ∈ D.

The following result states formally, what could have been assumed already from looking
at figure 4.1.

Lemma 4.1. Let us consider a linear optimization problem of the form (LP) and its cor-
responding dual problem (LD). Furthermore, let f(β) and g(β) be parametrizations of the
optimal value function z(b, c) in the sense as defined above. Then f(β) is convex and piece-
wise linear in β, while g(γ) is concave and piecewise linear in γ.

Proof. By definition, we have

f(β) = max
y
{b(β)Ty : y ∈ D}.

If f(β) has a finite value, then the optimal value is attained at one of the vertices of D.
Denote the set of all vertices of D by S. Then S is a finite set and since f(β) is a finite
number, we get

f(β) = max
y
{b(β)Ty : y ∈ S}.

For each y ∈ S, we have
b(β)Ty = bTy + β∆bTy,

which is linear in β. This means that f(β) is the maximum of a finite set of linear functions,
which implies the first statement. The second one can be proven similarly (according to
[JJRT97]).

Before proving further results regarding linearity intervals and breakpoints, we want to
state a short comment on the fact that carrying out a sensitivity analysis on the RHS-
parameter vector b is equivalent in a sense to carrying out a sensitivity analysis on the cost
parameter vector c, since their roles can be exchanged by swapping the primal with the
dual. Hence, the following results are written down for a change in b, but can be analogously
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applied to a change in c. First, we prove that the set D∗β of optimal solutions for (D(b(β), c))
is invariant on a linearity interval of f(β) and changes in the breakpoints of f(β). Note that
we stick to the original wording and terminology in the following, which is used in [JJRT97],
and we hence talk about "constant" sets instead of "invariant" sets in the further course of
this chapter.

Lemma 4.2. Let us consider a linear optimization problem of the form (LP) and its corre-
sponding dual problem (LD). Furthermore, let f(β) again be the parametrization of the opti-
mal value function z(b, c) in the sense as defined at the beginning of this chapter, β1, β2 ∈ R
two numbers with β1 < β2 and D∗β the set of optimal solutions for the parametrized dual
problem (LD(b(β), c)). If f(β) is linear on the interval [β1, β2], then the optimal set D∗β is
constant on (β1, β2).

Proof. Let β̄ ∈ (β1, β2) be arbitrary and let ȳ ∈ D∗
β̄
be arbitrary as well. Then we have

f(β̄) = bT ȳ + β̄∆bT ȳ.

By noting that ȳ is dually feasible for all β and thus in particular for all β ∈ [β1, β2], we get
by the definition of f as the maximum over all y ∈ D:

b(β1)T ȳ = bT ȳ + β1∆bT ȳ ≤ f(β1)

and
b(β2)T ȳ = bT ȳ + β2∆bT ȳ ≤ f(β2).

Using the linearity of f(β) on [β1, β2] yields

∆bT ȳ ≤ f(β2)− f(β̄)
β2 − β̄

= f(β̄)− f(β1)
β̄ − β1

≤ ∆bT ȳ.

This implies that all the inequalities from above have to be equalities and we obtain f ′(β̄) =
∆bT ȳ, which in turn implies

f(β̃) = bT ȳ + β̃∆bT ȳ = b(β̄)T ȳ ∀β̃ ∈ [β1, β2]

by integrating f ′ and plugging in the point (β̄, f(β̄)) into f . It follows that ȳ ∈ D∗β for all β ∈
[β1, β2], and from this we can conclude that the sets D∗β are constant for all β ∈ (β1, β2).

The following corollary is a technical consequence of Lemma 4.2. It hence uses the same
notations and describes the situation in the borders of the linearity intervals.

Corollary 4.3. Let f(β) be linear on the interval [β1, β2] and denote D̄∗ := D∗β for an
arbitrary β ∈ (β1, β2). Then D̄∗ ⊆ D∗β1 and D̄∗ ⊆ D∗β2.

Note that the proof of Lemma 4.2 reveals that ∆bTy must have the same value for all
y ∈ D∗β for all β ∈ (β1, β2). The next lemma shows that also the converse implication holds.
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Lemma 4.4. Let us consider a linear optimization problem of the form (LP) and its cor-
responding dual problem (LD). Furthermore, let f(β) again be the parametrization of the
optimal value function z(b, c) in the sense as defined at the beginning of this chapter and
D∗β the set of optimal solutions for the parametrized dual problem (LD(b(β), c)). As in the
previous corollary, denote again D̄∗ := D∗β for an arbitrary β ∈ (β1, β2) and let β1 ∈ R and
β2 ∈ R be such that D∗β1 = D∗β2 =: D̄∗. Then D∗β = D̄∗ for β ∈ [β1, β2] and f(β) is linear on
this interval.

Proof. Let ȳ ∈ D̄∗ be arbitrary. Then

f(β1) = b(β1)T ȳ and f(β2) = b(β2)T ȳ.

Consider the linear function h(β) = b(β)T ȳ and note that h(β1) = f(β1) and h(β2) = f(β2).
Since f is convex, it holds that f(β) ≤ h(β) for β ∈ [β1, β2]. On the other hand we know
that ȳ is feasible for all β and thus we have

f(β) ≥ b(β)T ȳ = h(β).

Hence, f(β) is linear on [β1, β1] and ȳ ∈ D∗β for all β ∈ [β1, β2]. It follows that D̄∗ is a subset
of the optimal set on (β1, β2), and from Corollary 4.3 we know that the reverse also holds.
This yields that the two sets are equal, which proves the claim.

We have seen in Lemma 4.2 that the quantity ∆bTy is the same for all y ∈ D∗β for β in
the inside of a linearity interval. The next lemma shows that this property distinguishes a
linearity interval from a breakpoint and emphasizes the need to discriminate between left
and right shadow prices.

Lemma 4.5. Let us consider a linear optimization problem of the form (LP) and its cor-
responding dual problem (LD). Furthermore, let f(β) again be the parametrization of the
optimal value function z(b, c) in the sense as defined at the beginning of this chapter, D∗β
the set of optimal solutions for the parametrized dual problem (LD(b(β), c)) and f ′−(β) and
f ′+(β) the left and right derivative of f(·) in β respectively. Then we have

f ′−(β) = min
y
{∆bTy : y ∈ D∗β}

and
f ′+(β) = max

y
{∆bTy : y ∈ D∗β}.

Proof. We only give the proof for f ′+(β) here, since the case of f ′−(β) can be proven similarly.
Let β be a breakpoint of f(·), β̄ in the linearity interval just to the right of β and let ȳ ∈ D∗

β̄
.

Then

(b+ β̄∆b)Ty ≤ (b+ β̄∆b)T ȳ = f(β̄), ∀y ∈ D∗β. (4.2)

From Corollary 4.3 we also know that ȳ ∈ D∗β and hence

(b+ β∆b)Ty = (b+ β∆b)T ȳ (4.3)
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holds for all y ∈ D∗β. Together with the fact that β̄ − β ≥ 0, it follows from (4.2) and (4.3):

∆bTy ≤ ∆bT ȳ, ∀y ∈ D∗β.

Since ȳ ∈ D∗β and f ′+(β) = f ′(β̄) = ∆bT ȳ, the claim follows.

We note that shadow prices can be computed by solving auxiliary LP-problems defined
over the optimal set of (D). The following Lemma states and shows that a linearity interval
can be obtained with a similar procedure.

Lemma 4.6. Let β1, β2 ∈ R be two consecutive breakpoints of the optimal value function
f(β) and D∗β the set of optimal solutions for the parametrized dual problem (LD(b(β), c)).
Furthermore, let β̄ ∈ (β1, β2) and define D̄∗ := D∗

β̄
. Then

β1 = min
β,x
{β : Ax− β∆b = b, x ≥ 0, xT s = 0, ∀s ∈ D̄∗}

and
β2 = max

β,x
{β : Ax− β∆b = b, x ≥ 0, xT s = 0, ∀s ∈ D̄∗}.

Proof. Again, we only give the proof for β1, since the case of β2 can be proven similarly. By
Lemma 4.2 we know that D̄∗ is the optimal set for all β ∈ (β1, β2). Furthermore observe
that the minimization problem

min
β,x
{β : Ax− β∆b = b, x ≥ 0, xT s = 0, ∀s ∈ D̄∗}

is convex; let (β∗, x∗) be a solution to it. Then x∗ is also optimal in (P (b(β∗), c)) with opti-
mal value (b + β∗∆b)Ty for any arbitrary y ∈ D̄∗ and hence we know that β∗ has to lie in
our linearity interval [β1, β2] yielding β∗ ≥ β1.

On the other hand, let x(1) be optimal in (P (b(β1), c)). From Corollary 4.3 we know that
s ∈ D̄∗ implies s ∈ D∗β1 and hence (x(1))T s = 0 for all s ∈ D̄∗ follows by the complementary
slackness conditions (4.1). This means that the pair (β1, x

(1)) is feasible for the minimization
problem and hence we have β∗ ≤ β1.

Altogether, we see that equality has to hold, i.e. we have β∗ = β1, which is equivalent
to the claim and completes the proof.

After providing these theoretical results about how to find breakpoints and linearity
intervals, we now want to present three different ways of how to implement that and to
actually compute them. All three approaches are based on the use of optimal sets, which
have been introduced in the above theory already. Hence, these methods differ fundamentally
from the usual concepts of using and considering just one optimal solution instead of a
whole set. Before presenting the three approaches though, we want to introduce a small
minimal example, in which we demonstrate the calculation of breakpoints theoretically. The
numerical example was taken from a lecture at CMU on linear programming and can be
found under [CMU17].
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Example 4.7. We are given the following linear maximization problem:

max 3x+ 2y
s.t. x+ y ≤ 4

2x+ y ≤ 6
x, y ≥ 0.

We set z := 3x+2y and introduce slack variables s1 ≥ 0 for the first constraint and s2 ≥ 0 for
the second constraint in order to bring the problem into standard form. Then, by aggregating
the two constraints, we get the optimal tableau to this problem by:

z x y s1 s2 RHS
1 0 0 1 1 10
0 0 1 2 -1 2
0 1 0 -1 1 2

Suppose now that the cost c1 for x changes to 3 + ∆. Then the same operations as before
with the same pivots would yield the following tableau:

z x y s1 s2 RHS
1 −∆ 0 1 1 10
0 0 1 2 -1 2
0 1 0 -1 1 2

In order to make this tableau optimal we have to add the last row times ∆ to the first row
and obtain:

z x y s1 s2 RHS
1 0 0 1−∆ 1 + ∆ 10 + 2∆
0 0 1 2 -1 2
0 1 0 -1 1 2

This tableau represents an optimal tableau with the same basic variables as before if and
only if the first row (cost row) is all non-negative. This is fulfilled for

1−∆ ≥ 0,
1 + ∆ ≥ 0,

which holds for −1 ≤ ∆ ≤ 1. Breakpoints in this example are hence −1 and 1 as illustrated
in Figure 4.2.
The optimal solutions in the different linearity intervals are given by (0, 4)T for ∆ < −1,
(2, 2)T for −1 ≤ ∆ ≤ 1 and (3, 0)T for ∆ > 1. Hence, we notice that the breakpoints and
the optimal solutions in the linear problem here are integer.
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Figure 4.2: Optimal value as a function of ∆

The calculation of breakpoints is not always as easy as in this example. Thus, we present
three general ways in the following to calculate them for arbitrary instances. The first ap-
proach uses optimal partitions, the second one optimal values and the third one primal/dual
optimal bases in order to compute breakpoints and linearity intervals. All three of them are
specified in [JJRT97].

4.1.1 Optimal Partitions

It was shown in [GT56] that in each primal-dual pair of LP problems there exists a strictly
complementary solution (x∗, s∗) that satisfies x∗i +s∗i > 0 for all i and hence exactly one of x∗i
and s∗i is equal to zero. A strictly complementary solution uniquely determines the optimal
partition of the LP problem, denoted as (B,N) with B := {i : xi > 0 for some x ∈ P∗} and
N := {i : si > 0 for some (y, s) ∈ D∗}. By this notation, we can rewrite the primal and
dual optimal sets as

P∗ = {x : Ax = b, xB ≥ 0, xN = 0}

and
D∗ = {(y, s) : ATy + s = c, sB = 0, sN ≥ 0},

where xB denotes the part of the vector x corresponding to the indices in B and so on. By
using this description of the optimal sets P∗ and D∗ in the auxiliary problems from section
4.1, we may conclude that the optimal partition remains constant on a linearity interval
and changes in a breakpoint. Hence, we can find linearity intervals as well as breakpoints
by dividing the variables in important ones (with strictly positive value) and unimportant
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ones (with value equal to zero). For further details, the interested reader may be referred to
[AM92] or [JRT92].

4.1.2 Optimal Values

Once knowing the optimal value of an LP problem, the optimal faces can be described as
follows:

P∗ = {x : Ax = b, cTx = z∗, x ≥ 0},

D∗ = {y, s : ATy + s = c, bTy = z∗, s ≥ 0},

where z∗ is the known optimal value. Given a pair (x∗, y∗, s∗) of optimal solutions, we can
also use z∗ = cTx∗ = bTy∗ in order to obtain linearity intervals and shadow prices by solving
auxiliary LP problems as shown in Lemma 4.6 for the parameter β. Analogously, one can find
the linearity interval, when the objective coefficient cj is changed, by solving the following
two LP problems:

γmin = min{γ : ATy + s = c+ γej, b
Ty = cTx∗ + γx∗j , s ≥ 0},

γmax = max{γ : ATy + s = c+ γej, b
Ty = cTx∗ + γx∗j , s ≥ 0}.

Note that the validity of the resulting ranges is based on the concavity, respectively convexity
of the optimal value functions. An advantage of this approach is that we do not need to
know the optimal partition.

4.1.3 Optimal Bases

When using the simplex method for solving an LP problem, an optimal basic solution is
obtained. A basis of A is a set of m indices denoted by B, such that the submatrix AB of
A is nonsingular. The corresponding variables are called the basic variables. The indices
of the remaining nonbasic variables are in N . Given a basis B, the associated primal basic
solution x is given by

x =
(
xB
xN

)
:=
(
A−1
B b
0

)
,

and the dual basic solution by

y = (ATB)−1cB, s =
(
sB
sN

)
:=
(

0
cN − ATNy

)
.

If xB ≥ 0, then B is a primal feasible basis; if sN ≥ 0, then B is dual feasible. The
basis is called optimal if it is both primal and dual feasible. It is called primal optimal if
the associated primal basic solution is optimal for (P) and it is called dual optimal if the
associated dual basic solution is optimal for (D). Note that a primal (dual) optimal basis
does not have to be dual (primal) feasible. The linearity intervals can then be obtained by
taking the union of ranges provided by each of the primal (respectively dual) optimal bases.
Note here that the optimal basis and/or the corresponding optimal primal or dual solution
might not be unique and hence it is in general not sufficient to just consider optimal bases.
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4.2 Integer Programming Duality
First of all, we note that there is no equivalent theory to duality theory for integer pro-
gramming. Hence, the approaches and results from chapter 4.1 cannot be adapted here. An
experimental investigation of the relation between sensitivity analysis in linear programming
and sensitivity analysis in integer programming will be given in chapter 5. A theory about
integer programming duality has been developed and introduced among others in [Wol81]
and [Wal81]. The following results are mostly based on the former one. They deal with
the problem that in integer programming a dual problem is not uniquely defined for a given
primal problem, but depends on the corresponding optimal dual solution y∗.

Example 4.7 has shown that in some cases at least, the calculation of breakpoints and
optimal solutions is the same for linear and integer programming. However, this is not the
case in general, as the following example shows.

Example 4.8. We are given the following linear maximization problem:

max 3x+ 2y
s.t. 2x+ y ≤ 1

x, y ≥ 0.

Then the optimal solution is given by (0, 1)T . Again similarly to example 4.7, we are varying
the cost coefficient c1 of x and set it to 3 + ∆. By the same procedure as in example 4.7, we
obtain the only breakpoint in this case at ∆ = 1, which yields the optimal solutions (0, 1)T
for ∆ < 1 and (1

2 , 0)T for ∆ ≥ 1. However, for the integer case a solution with positive x-
value is not feasible and we see that (0, 1)T is the optimal integer solution for all ∆ ∈ R and
the optimal value function is a constant function with value 2. This means, in the integer
case the optimal value function does not have a breakpoint at all.

This example shows clearly that there can be significant differences in terms of optimal
solutions as well as in terms of optimal values between sensitivity analysis in linear pro-
gramming and sensitivity analysis in integer programming. Breakpoints obtained from the
corresponding linear problem can yield a first idea of possible breakpoints of the integer prob-
lem. In general however, this cannot be applied as a universal rule. Furthermore, the reader
has to be aware of the fact that this chapter does not explain particular solving approaches
for integer programs, such as cutting plane or branch-and-bound algorithms, in detail, but
focuses on the duality theory for integer programs and sensitivity analysis instead. For this
purpose, consider the linear integer programming model

(IP)

max cTx
s.t. Ax ≤ b

x ≥ 0
x ∈ Zn

where we suppose throughout that A ∈ Zm×n and b ∈ Zm are integer. In addition, let

z∗ = max
x
{cTx | Ax ≤ b, x ≥ 0, x ∈ Zn}
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denote the optimal value of the optimization problem. Before defining the dual problem of
the (IP), we have to introduce some further notations and terminology in order to describe
the dual program. For this purpose, let Γ(Rm) be the set of functions F : Rm → R. For this
set, we define superadditivity and subadditivity of a function F in the following way:

Definition 4.9. A function F ∈ Γ(Rm) is called superadditive on S ⊆ Rm if

F (v) + F (w) ≤ F (v + w) ∀v, w, v + w ∈ S,

Definition 4.10. A function F ∈ Γ(Rm) is called subadditive on S ⊆ Rm if

F (v) + F (w) ≥ F (v + w) ∀v, w, v + w ∈ S.

Based on definition 4.9, we can describe the set of relevant price functions for the dual
problem (DIP) by

Γm := {F ∈ Γ(Rm) : F is superadditive and nondecreasing on Rm, F (0) = 0}.

Note that a similar theory can be elaborated for subadditive functions. The set of price
functions for a problem of the form as in (IP) contains only linear functions anyway and is
given by

Lm = {F ∈ Γ(Rm) : F (v) = yTv =
m∑
i=1

yivi, y ≥ 0}.

In the following, we will hence assume that F is superadditive. Now we can denote the dual
problem in the following form:

(DIP)
min
F

F (b)

s.t. F (aj) ≥ cj, j = 1, . . . , n,
F ∈ Γm

Similarly to the (IP)-case, let

w∗ = min
F
{F (b) | F (aj) ≥ cj, j = 1, . . . , n, F ∈ Γm}

denote the optimal value of the dual optimization problem. We also adopt the convention
from linear programming, to set z∗ = −∞ if (IP) is infeasible, and z∗ = +∞ if (IP) has
feasible solutions of arbitrarily large value, and analogously for (DIP), i.e. w∗ = −∞ if
(DIP) has feasible solutions of arbitrarily large value and w∗ = +∞ if (DIP) is infeasible.
We start by proving weak duality for these kinds of problems:

Theorem 4.11 (Weak Duality). Let us consider a linear integer program of the form (IP)
and the corresponding dual program (DIP). For all primal feasible vectors x and all dual
feasible price functions F , we have cTx ≤ F (b).
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Proof.

cTx =
n∑
j=1

cjxj ≤
n∑
j=1

F (aj)xj as cj ≤ F (aj), xj ≥ 0

≤ F

 n∑
j=1

ajxj

 as F superadditive, xj ≥ 0 and integer

≤ F (b) as F nondecreasing,
n∑
j=1

ajxj ≤ b.

As an immediate consequence from this theorem, we obtain analogous properties to the
linear case:

Corollary 4.12. Let us consider a linear integer program of the form (IP) and the corre-
sponding dual program (DIP), and let z∗ and w∗ be defined as above. Then the following
properties hold:

(i) z∗ ≤ w∗,

(ii) if w∗ = −∞, then (IP) is infeasible,

(iii) if z∗ = +∞, then (DIP) is infeasible.

There is also an equivalent to strong duality for integer programs, which is stated and
specified in the following theorem. The theorem also covers the reverse implication directions
of the sub-claims (ii) and (iii) in Corollary 4.12. At this point, we omit the proof of the
strong duality theorem though and refer the interested reader to [Wol81] for an outline of
the proof.

Theorem 4.13 (Strong Duality). Let us consider a linear integer program of the form (IP)
and the corresponding dual program (DIP), and let z∗ and w∗ be defined as above. Then the
following properties hold:

(i) If either (IP) or (DIP) has a finite optimal value, then there exists an optimal primal
feasible solution vector x∗, and an optimal dual feasible price function F ∗ for which
z∗ = cTx∗ = F ∗(b) = w∗ holds.

(ii) If (IP) is infeasible, then either (DIP) is infeasible as well or w∗ = −∞.

(iii) If (DIP) is infeasible, then either (IP) is infeasible as well or z∗ = +∞.

There are examples, in which the optimal function F ∗ is not superadditive and for which
duality does not hold. One example, in which strong duality is violated can be found in
[Moa14]. However, we omit to explicitly state the complete example here, since the finding
of the correct dual problem requires methods and techniques, which are not covered within
this thesis. Hence, we refer the interested reader to [Moa14] for further details regarding the
mentioned example.
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The dual integer program and, in particular, the dual optimal functions F ∗ are now, among
others, used for sensitivity analysis (cf. [KTZ04]). We can already reach some conclusions
based on the duality results for integer programs given above. Let in the following (z∗)′ and
(x∗)′ denote the optimal value and a corresponding optimal solution respectively of the new
problem. Relevant for this thesis and the computational experiments in section 5 are the
following three cases:

• Change in b to b′: Then F ∗ remains dual feasible and hence we have (z∗)′ ≤ F ∗(b′).

• Change in c to c′:

– Then x∗ remains primal feasible and hence we have (z∗)′ ≥ c′x∗.
– If c′j ≤ F ∗(aj) for all j, then F ∗ remains dual feasible and hence we have (z∗)′ ≤
F ∗(b).

– If c′j ≤ F ∗(aj) for all j with x∗j = 0 and c′j = cj for all j with x∗j > 0, then x∗

remains optimal.

• Introducing a new constraint ∑n
j=1 hjxj ≤ h0:

– If x∗ is still primal feasible, then x∗ is optimal.
– The price function F̄ : Rm+1 → R defined by F̄ (d, dm+1) = F ∗(d) is dual feasible

for the new problem and hence we have (z∗)′ ≤ z∗ = F̄ (b, h0).

The above mentioned observations permit some post-optimality analysis in the case that an
optimal dual price function is known. In terms of characterizing optimality, an optimal price
function can be used to decide whether the optimal value z∗ of (IP) is ≤ k. However, as
integer programming is NP-complete, one must expect the calculation time of F ∗ and also
possibly the length of the formula describing F ∗ to not be polynomially bounded. Hence,
the generation of such price functions is one of the most crucial steps in integer programming
duality. One could develop a comprehensive theory about price functions at this point, which
would go beyond the scope of this thesis though. [Wol81] raises three key questions in this
context:

1. When can an optimal price function be represented wholly or in parts as a linear
functional? I.e.

F (d) =
r∑
i=1

uidi + F2(dr+1, . . . , dm), r ≥ 1.

2. When does an optimal price function exhibit separability or independence between the
different resources bi? I.e.

F (d) = F1(d1, . . . , dr) + F2(dr+1, . . . , dm), 1 ≤ r < m.
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3. When does an optimal price function consist of a linear functional plus a correction
term due to the presence of indivisibilities? I.e.

F (d) =
m∑
i=1

uidi + F ′(d)

where F ′ is cyclic, bounded, or in some sense small.

Also in [Wol81], it is mentioned that functions of type 1. and 2. arise naturally from al-
gorithms based on Lagrangian duality and its generalizations, since a proof of optimality
is almost by definition an optimal dual function. Functions of type 3. in turn arise from
group theoretic algorithms. However, also cutting plane and branch-and-bound algorithms
generate highly structured price functions of very different types. For a further investigation
on these aspects, we refer the interested reader as well to [Wol81]. The next chapter deals
with the implementation of the mathematical model from chapters 2 and 3 as well as with
the realization of the sensitivity analysis introduced in this chapter.
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5 Testing and Computational Results
After setting up the theoretical mathematical models in the previous sections, we now want
to test and investigate how promising the concept of ride sharing in reality really is. For
that purpose, we want to quantify how large the cost reduction and the profit increase can
be when including ride shares in our model. As a benchmark we consider the original setup
without taking any ride sharing opportunities into account. The presented tests and pa-
rameter analyses aim at providing a theoretical environment, which can be adapted to any
specific business instance and which can help the company to assess their business objectives
in terms of feasibility and profitability. It should be explicitly mentioned here that the focus
is not on the specific numerical results throughout this chapter, but indeed more on the
presented methodologies in terms of optimality calculations and parameter analyses. The
used instances have primarily the purpose to illustrate the developed theory from chapters
2, 3 and 4 by means of an example.

How this data is created exactly and what underlying assumptions we take is explained
in section 5.1. In chapter 5.2, we present the computational results of the different models
and discuss the information value of these findings. Finally, we perform a sensitivity analysis
on our model on selected cost parameters in section 5.3. Note that all the created instances
and performed tests are based on specifically chosen assumptions and values in some cases.
These specific values can be easily exchanged by different ones in the corresponding docu-
ments and codes.

5.1 Testing Environment and Data Generation
For the implementation and as a testing framework for the presented optimization models
we choose Python (Version 3.5) as the programming language and use the Gurobi Python
Interface (Version 7.0) for solving the various ILPs. The remainder of this section is divided
into two parts and specifies how the tested instances are created. In section 5.1.1, we con-
struct theoretical setups by extracting the needed data from selected random distributions.
Chapter 5.1.2 then describes how to get real-life data from the car2go API v2.1 and points
out the difficulties occurring in this context. The tests throughout this chapter were per-
formed on an Asus X52J (2011, Intel Core i7 740QM, 1.73GHz, 4GB RAM, 500GB HDD,
ATI HD 6370M, Win7 HP).

5.1.1 Creating Random Data

When creating instances based on random distributions, we should first of all think about the
size of a possible instance. Since we expect the running time of solution methods for integer
programs to be pretty high (how high in fact will be investigated in section 5.2) because
of the NP-hardness of integer programming, we want to test on small and medium-sized
instances as well as on large instances. Hence, it seems reasonable to consider three different
instance sizes: 10, 100, and 1000 customers.

In a second step, we can now think about the structure of customer locations containing one
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start and one end point each on the one hand and the structure of time intervals containing
an earliest departure time and a latest arrival time on the other hand. The methodology
contains the generation of pseudo-random numbers by sampling from a distribution, which
represents the corresponding structure. We start by generating locations within a given city
area. The chosen cases follow the investigations of [Gru15] and are considered by car2go
as realistic instances. To be roughly in the same order of magnitude as the city area of
Munich, we base our two-dimensional distributions on a square of 20 × 20 kilometers size.
In particular, we differentiate between the following four data structures:

1. Mixed structure: This covers the case of randomly distributed locations within the
whole city area. Hence, a two-dimensional uniform distribution could be a thinkable
solution. However, we expect a majority of customer requests to be located around the
downtown area rather than in suburbs, for example, because we expect people living
in suburban areas to tend to have their own car. Therefore, a two-dimensional normal
distribution with mean µ and variance Σ given by

µ =
(

10
10

)
, Σ =

(
20 0
0 20

)

seems to be a reasonable choice to implement this structure. By that, we get the
random structure, which we wanted, but still assure that the city center has a higher
density of customer locations. Figure 5.1 shows an instance created by the just men-
tioned distribution on a sample size of 10 customers, where the circles illustrate the
customer origins and the crosses the customer destinations.

Figure 5.1: Instance generated by a Mixed Structure with sample size 10

2. Linear Structure: This scenario can occur if a lot of customers all need to go from
one area (e.g. the city center) to another area (e.g. a suburban area where a big
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company is located whose employees use car2go to go to work). For this purpose, we
hence need two different distributions, one for the customer origins and another one
for the customer destinations. Let us assume here that the origins are distributed
uniformly in the city center area and also the destinations are distributed uniformly in
a selected outer area. Figure 5.2 shows an instance on a sample size of 10 customers,
where the customers’ start locations are uniformly distributed on [5, 10] × [5, 10] and
the customers’ end locations are uniformly distributed on [18, 20]× [18, 20].

Figure 5.2: Instance generated by a Linear Structure with sample size 10

3. Circular Structure Inside: This circular pattern can be seen in similar circumstances
as the before mentioned linear structure. It may occur when several customers want to
start their trip from the city center (e.g. imagine there is a festival in the city center)
and end their trip in an outer area of the city (e.g. their home). The difference to the
linear structure from item 2. is that the customers do not all go to the same suburban
area, but possibly to different ones. This yields us a circular ring structure, in which
we can model the start locations again by a uniform distribution, for example as shown
in figure 5.3, on [7.5, 12.5]× [7.5, 12.5] and the end locations by a ring structure around
the city center. This can be implemented by defining a city center C = (xC , yC)T ,
sampling polar coordinates r ∈ [a, b] and θ ∈ [0, 2π] from uniform distributions on a
predefined bandwidth [a, b], and finally by setting

x := xC + r · cos(θ), y := yC + r · sin(θ).

Figure 5.3 illustrates an instance on a sample size of 10 customers, where the customers’
end locations are uniformly distributed in a ring around the city center C = (10, 10)T
with radius range [a, b] = [5, 8].
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Figure 5.3: Instance generated by a Circular Structure (origins inside) with sample size 10

4. Circular Structure Outside: Note that this kind of circular structure as described under
item 3. is also thinkable in the opposite direction in the sense that customers’ start
locations are in suburban areas and they all want to head to the city center. The
difference here is that the end locations of the trips lie in the city center and might be
hence more useful for subsequent trips starting in the city center. The methodology
of how to create an instance of this type is analogous to the approach in the previous
item and an instance with 10 customers is shown in figure 5.4.

After creating an instance containing n customers’ start and end locations, we set up a
symmetric distance matrix D ∈ R2n×2n consisting of entries di,j as the distance from node
i to node j for all i, j ∈ {1, . . . , 2n}. Note that these distances di,j are computed by the
Euclidean Distance

d(i, j) = d(j, i) =
√

(xi − xj)2 + (yi − yj)2

where xi denotes the x-coordinate of node i and yi the y-coordinate of node i. Hence, this ap-
proach does not perfectly reflect reality, since a car cannot use the aerial distance in real-life
context. However, due to the dense road network in a city like Munich, it seems reasonable
to neglect this issue in a first step.

Regarding a customer’s time interval consisting of an earliest departure time from origin
and a latest arrival time at destination, we have to make some reasonable assumptions in
order to create a realistic setup. One option would thus be to just sample the earliest depar-
ture time ei for customer i from a uniform distribution on the interval [0, T − ti,n+i], where T
denotes the end of the considered time horizon (in our case of one day and counting in min-
utes we would have T = 24 · 60 = 1440) and ti,n+i the amount of time that customer i needs
for the direct way from their origin to their destination. However, it might be more realistic
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Figure 5.4: Instance generated by a Circular Structure (origins outside) with sample size 10

to take, for example, peak hours into account and to differentiate between the times of a day.
Therefore, let us assume we have two peak hours µ1 and µ2 during a day (e.g. rush-hour
traffic in the morning and in the evening) with corresponding standard deviations σ1 and
σ2. Then it seems reasonable to randomly sample from one of the two normal distributions
N (µ1, σ1) and N (µ2, σ2). This can be implemented in the following way:

• Draw W from a binomial distribution with

W =

1 with probability 0.5
0 with probability 0.5.

• Draw X1 from N (µ1, σ1) and X2 from N (µ2, σ2).

• Set ei = W ·X1 + (1−W ) ·X2.

In our case, we assume the peak hours to be at 9am (i.e. µ1 = 9 · 60 = 540) and at 5pm (i.e.
µ2 = 17 · 60 = 1020) with standard deviations σ1 = 2 · 60 = 120 and σ2 = 3 · 60 = 180. For
the latest arrival time li of a customer i, it seems accurate enough to draw it from a uniform
distribution on the interval between the earliest possible and the assumed latest possible
arrival time. For the latest possible arrival time, we assume that no customer, who considers
a car2go service, has a flexibility of more than one hour, i.e. 60 minutes. Hence, we draw li
from a uniform distribution on the interval [ei + ti,n+i, ei + ti,n+i + 60]. This concludes the
random generation of the four main components characterizing a customer i.
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5.1.2 Creating Real-Life Data

Getting real-life data for realistic test runs in this context is only possible in a limited way.
Customer data with the necessary parameters for our model, such as time and detour pa-
rameters are not freely available and we do not have the chance within the scope of this
thesis to work with a full data set of real-life data. The only information available from the
car2go API v2.1 under [Car17a], for example, in the case of Munich is the actual location of
all vehicles not being used at the moment by indicating their standing position. Whenever a
car is unlocked or booked, respectively, by a customer, it disappears from the database until
the corresponding customer finishes their ride and locks the car again at their final destina-
tion. By this information, one can reconstruct the tours of all vehicles with corresponding
start and end locations as well as start and end times by updating the website at constant
time intervals and extracting the four data components by this.

However, it is not in the scope of this thesis to rebuild the reality in an ideal way with
all needed information given, since we are still missing several parameters, which are of
great importance to our model, such as earliest departure time, latest arrival time, willing-
ness to accept a detour or to even share a ride at all. Hence, it does not seem reasonable to
work with real-life data in some parameters on the one hand, but having to take subjective
assumptions again for other parameters on the other hand. The goal of this thesis is rather
to provide the reader with a methodology and a theoretical model, in which the important
parameters can be exchanged easily by the end user, instead of delivering numerical results
that are as close to reality as possible. Therefore, we abstain from setting up an instance
with partly real-life data in the remainder of this thesis and focus on testing the model on
random data (cf. chapter 5.1.1) instead.

5.2 Computational Results
In this section, we want to investigate the potential of ride sharing compared to the usual car
sharing model without the opportunity to share rides. For that purpose, we need to make
assumptions for several parameters, before investigating them as well in section 5.3. For
simplicity reasons, traffic jam and congestion is neglected within all models and we hence
set a constant travel speed for all roads of 60km

h
. How the cost parameters are set will be

presented in the individual subsections, since not all models require the same parameters.
We start with the Ride Share Matching model from section 2 in chapter 5.2.1, before running
the same instances on the DARP model and on the Task Graph model in section 5.2.2.

As an additional remark at this point, let us stress out the goal of this section a little
further and bring it to an overall context within this computational part of the thesis. In the
first place, this chapter is aiming at testing the three basic models (Matching, DARP, Task
Graph) by setting up a parameter environment, which seems reasonable as far as assessable
from the author’s point of view. In a second step, we then want to get a feeling for the
change in objective value when incorporating additional parameters, such as a maximum
customer detour or a minimum ride share discount, in the model. Keep in mind that at this
point the mentioned parameters can be seen as additional restrictions to our original prob-
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lem (cf. section 2.3) and the values for these parameters are again obtained by reasonable
assumptions. Basically and technically, all the parameter extensions from chapter 2.3 could
be investigated here. However, we want to focus on the most important ones at this point.

We also want to stress out, especially for section 5.2.2 that customer reactions are not part
of the implementation in this chapter. When giving a discount for ride shares, for example,
one would expect the willingness among customers to actually share rides to increase and
more ride shares to happen. However, this subject is excluded from the implementations in
this chapter and we refer to section 5.3.4 instead. The implementations in this chapter are
exclusively based on the change of the optimal profit regarding to some selected parameter
extensions of the model.

5.2.1 Ride Share Matching Model

In this model, we made the assumption that every customer has a car available at their
origin (cf. section 2.1). Hence, the idea was either to minimize the needed number of cars,
or the system-wide driven amount of kilometers, or the system-wide cumulated costs when
making a specific assumption on the variable and fixed costs for a ride. In the following, we
consider these three cases in detail:

• Minimize fleet size: When having the intention to minimize the fleet size at any price,
it might be tolerable to accept single ride shares that are not cost feasible by Definition
2.7 and offering a discount to the affected customers instead. In the following, we will
test as well how many cars could be spared by neglecting cost feasibility compared to
the case that ride shares have to be cost feasible according to Definition 2.7. The results
for the different structure types from section 5.1 and different instance sizes are shown
in table 5.1. The last column "Savings" indicates the greatest possible number of cars,
which could be spared while still serving all customers regardless of cost feasibility, i.e.
the last column is calculated by 1 − Fleet Size

Size . Note that the two introduced circular
structures do not differ in this case and are hence summarized by just one circular
structure. Also be aware of the fact that the given numbers are results of the certain
tested instances. Whether these numbers reflect a pattern in the end or not, has to
be validated by a greater number of test runs, which shall not be the main focus at
this point. We just intend to state clearly here that other instances can yield different
results and that we do not prove any general validity of the obtained results.
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Size Structure Fleet Size (cost feasible) Fleet Size Savings = 1− Fleet Size
Size

10 Mixed 10 9 10%
100 Mixed 83 53 47%
1000 Mixed 527 501 49.9%
10 Linear 9 9 10%
100 Linear 53 53 47%
1000 Linear 501 501 49.9%
10 Circular 10 8 20%
100 Circular 69 54 46%
1000 Circular 505 502 49.8%

Table 5.1: Minimal fleet size in the Ride Share Matching model with corresponding relative
savings compared to the case without ride shares

First of all, we can observe already from these results that at an instance size of
1000 customers, almost every single customer finds a matching partner at least in the
case when cost feasibility is neglected. Second, we notice that in the case of a linear
structure cost feasibility does not affect the optimal fleet size at all. This is due to the
fact that in a linear structure the distance between any arbitrary customer origin and
the corresponding destination is rather long compared to the distance between two
different customer origins and the distance between the corresponding destinations
(cf. Figure 5.2). This implies that basically any ride share is cost feasible in a linear
structure. Last but not least, we note that in the mixed and circular cases there is
a certain gap between the optimal fleet size taking cost feasibility into account and
the optimal fleet size without cost feasibility. Hence, the question arises if this gap
can be closed by increasing the allowed detour per ride share little by little. Figure
5.5 illustrates the explained situation for an instance with a mixed structure and an
instance with a circular structure on a size of 100 customers. The graph is generated
by calculating the minimum fleet size for different discrete values of detour acceptance
(steps of 2% in absolute terms) and interpolating those discrete points afterwards.
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Figure 5.5: Minimal fleet size as a function of detour acceptance, Size: 100

We see that with growing detour acceptance the optimal fleet size decreases up to a
certain detour level steadily and almost linearly with several jumps in both cases. On
the mixed structure, the drop in the number of needed cars is particularly huge within
the range from 0% to 10% of accepted detour. Overall, the decrease is steeper in the
case of a mixed structure compared to a circular structure and intersects it at around
33%. From a detour acceptance of around 42% in the circular case and of 48% in the
mixed case, the minimum fleet size does not decrease anymore and converges to the
optimal fleet size without cost feasibility.

• Minimize system-wide driven kilometers: Besides minimizing the vehicle fleet size, it
could be also the main goal of a ride sharing approach to minimize the system-wide
driven kilometers. Incentives for this objective could be of environmental nature, e.g.
to minimize the total CO2 emissions of the system. Also note that this approach will
always lead to cost feasible solutions. The total driven distance in kilometers with and
without ride shares (RS) for the different structure types from section 5.1 and different
instance sizes are shown in table 5.2. The last column "Savings" indicates the greatest
possible distance, which could be avoided while still serving all customers, i.e. the last
column is calculated by 1− Total Distance with RS

Total Distance without RS . Again as in the case of minimizing the
fleet size, the two circular structures from section 5.1 are summarized to one circular
structure and we have to be aware of the fact that the shown results are only valid for
one specific randomly generated instance.
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Size Structure Total Distance without RS Total Distance with RS Savings
10 Mixed 72.24 70.35 2.6%
100 Mixed 769.38 701.58 8.8%
1000 Mixed 7783.67 6106.67 21.5%
10 Linear 158.56 121.20 23.6%
100 Linear 1635.70 951.56 41.8%
1000 Linear 16355.15 8630.88 47.2%
10 Circular 71.90 71.52 0.5%
100 Circular 667.24 595.74 10.7%
1000 Circular 6698.29 4544.18 32.2%

Table 5.2: Minimal distance driven in the Ride Share Matching model

We notice immediately that the total driven kilometers on the one hand and the po-
tential to reduce these driven kilometers on the other hand seem to be the largest on
instances of a linear structure, independent of the instance size. The former highly
depends on the chosen distribution on a linear instance in chapter 5.1.1, where we
chose the distance between origins and destinations rather large in this case. The lat-
ter observation is, however, independent of the distances to some extent. Therefore,
this seems to be a characteristic of the linear structure in general.

• Minimize total costs: In order to combine the two before investigated objectives now
in a second step and hence take the vehicle fleet size as well as the system-wide driven
kilometers into account, we need to weight both of the mentioned key figures in a
common objective function, which minimizes the total cost in the end. In section
2.2.6, we built this cost minimization function in the following way:

cfix · number of vehicles + cvar · system-wide driven distance.

We can interpret this in the sense that cfix is the fix cost per trip for owning a car
(e.g. taxes, insurance, etc.) and cvar the variable cost per kilometer (e.g. fuel, oil
change, etc.). However, it seems almost impossible to assess without any given technical
information about the used cars how high cfix and cvar de facto are. Hence, we will test
different ratios cfix

cvar
in the following and point out explicitly that the obtained objective

values do thus not have a direct informative value in the sense of "costs in e", for
example. Tables 5.3, 5.4 and 5.5 compare for the ratios 5

1 ,
10
1 and 20

1 , respectively, the
minimum cost of the given instances with the cost of the minimum fleet size solution
(MFS), the cost of the minimum distance solution (MD) and the cost of the instance
without ride shares (RS). Note that we do not require single ride to be cost feasible
here.
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Size Structure Cost without RS Minimal Cost MFS solution MD solution
10 Mixed 110.39 102.22 113.94 102.22
100 Mixed 1281.99 1089.23 1368.51 1136.47
1000 Mixed 13142.24 9026.61 14039.98 9304.78
10 Linear 207.86 187.46 188.84 187.46
100 Linear 2125.66 1218.57 1289.08 1218.57
1000 Linear 21312.09 11120.40 11120.40 11120.40
10 Circular 115.17 101.27 103.70 101.27
100 Circular 1145.13 869.19 1097.51 901.01
1000 Circular 11569.10 6991.43 11065.02 7059.29

Table 5.3: Minimal Cost in the Ride Share Matching model for cfix
cvar

= 5
1

Size Structure Cost without RS Minimal Cost MFS solution MD solution
10 Mixed 160.39 146.18 153.94 147.22
100 Mixed 1781.99 1392.16 1638.51 1546.47
1000 Mixed 18142.24 11557.34 16539.98 12269.78
10 Linear 257.86 232.46 233.84 232.46
100 Linear 2625.66 1483.57 1554.08 1483.57
1000 Linear 26312.09 13625.40 13625.40 13625.40
10 Circular 165.17 141.27 143.70 141.27
100 Circular 1645.13 1149.16 1362.51 1251.01
1000 Circular 16569.10 9500.40 9500.40 9659.29

Table 5.4: Minimal Cost in the Ride Share Matching model for cfix
cvar

= 10
1

Size Structure Cost without RS Minimal Cost MFS solution MD solution
10 Mixed 260.39 226.18 233.94 247.22
100 Mixed 2781.99 1957.20 2178.51 2366.47
1000 Mixed 28142.24 16569.20 16569.20 18199.78
10 Linear 357.86 322.46 323.84 322.46
100 Linear 3625.66 2013.57 2084.08 2013.57
1000 Linear 36312.09 18635.40 18635.40 18635.40
10 Circular 265.17 221.27 223.70 221.27
100 Circular 2645.13 1686.75 1892.51 1951.01
1000 Circular 26569.10 14511.06 18580.02 14859.29

Table 5.5: Minimal Cost in the Ride Share Matching model for cfix
cvar

= 20
1

First of all, note that for a linear structure on large instance (in the dimension of
1000 customers), the objectives of minimizing the total costs, minimizing the fleet size
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and minimizing the system-wide driven kilometers are all equivalent. Furthermore,
we notice that in the cases of cfix

cvar
= 5

1 and cfix
cvar

= 10
1 the minimum cost solution is

equal or at least close to the MD solution. As the fix costs get higher compared to
the variable costs, the minimum cost solution tends more and more in the direction
of the MFS solution. Hence, there seems to be a threshold ratio ρ∗, at which the
MFS solution and the MD solution are equal. Figure 5.6 investigates this situation
for a small instance of size 10 on a mixed structure by drawing the minimum cost,
the cost of the MFS solution and the cost of the MD solution for different cost ratios
in one graph. The three functions are generated by calculating the total cost for 100
discrete cost ratio values and with respect to the corresponding objective function and
by interpolating those discrete data points afterwards. Note that we omit to mark
the mentioned discrete points with crosses here, in order to preserve the clarity of the
figure.

Figure 5.6: Total Cost as a function of the cost ratio cfix
cvar

, Size: 10, Structure: Mixed

First of all, we can observe from Figure 5.6 that the minimum total cost (solid line) is
equal to the total cost of the MD solution (dotted line) up to a certain cost ratio. This
ratio lies in our case at 4.6. On the right of this breakpoint, the cost of the minimum
distance solution takes a steeper increase than the optimal cost and diverges from
it. On the other hand, with further increasing cost ratio, the optimal total cost is a
parallel line to the MFS solution (dashed line), implying that the MFS solution is never
optimal for minimizing the total costs, but is better than the MD solution on the right
of a threshold ratio ρ∗, which can be illustrated in Figure 5.6 by the intersection point
of the MFS solution with the MD solution. On our instance, we observe a threshold
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of approximately ρ∗ = 11.8.

This chapter investigated by test runs on various instances differing in their structure as well
as in their size how large the potential of ride sharing in general can be. We want to point
out once again that it highly depends on the incentive of the particular system provider
which of the mentioned objectives should be minimized in the end. In the next chapter,
we want to transfer these investigations into the context of a company like car2go by more
focusing on profit maximization.

5.2.2 DARP and Task Graph Model

In this section, we will consider the ride sharing framework from a company’s point of view
and put the focus on profit maximization in the first place by taking several cost and profit
parameters into account. The crucial idea that approximates this model to the actual situa-
tion of a company is the restriction to a limited fleet size in contrast to the matching model
implemented in section 5.2.1. Note that in this chapter, the whole profit consideration and
maximization is limited to the company’s point of view and does not take any customer
behavior in terms of ride sharing or service usage into account. It solely shows, how the fleet
size, the costs and related to that the profit of the company reacts to certain parameters.
The implementation in this chapter is based on the theoretical model from sections 3.1 and
3.2. In order to use these models for test runs, we are forced to fix the needed cost parameters
to certain values in a first step before investigating the selected cost parameters themselves
in section 5.3 afterwards.

However, before making these assumptions, we start with a first validity check by com-
paring the results of our Task Graph model with the results of the matching model from
section 5.2.1 by minimizing the total cost in both models on the same cost parameters and
on the same instances. This implies that also in the Task Graph model we have the full
amount of cars available in order to make it comparable with the matching model. Notice
that the random instances and used cost parameters here are not identical with the ones
from section 5.2.1 and hence the objective function values are not equal to the ones in section
5.2.1 either. As a first validity check, we furthermore note that every valid solution of our
matching model is also a valid solution of the DARP and the Task Graph model, but not
the other way round. This implies that we expect the solution of both, the DARP and the
Task Graph model to be at least as good as the matching model solution. The results for the
Task Graph compared to the ones from the matching model on a cost ratio of approximately
cfix
cvar

= 75
1 (cf. section 5.2.1) are shown in Table 5.6. However, we restrict ourselves to small

and middle-sized instances in this case because of running time issues.
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Size Structure Cost without RS Min. Cost Matching Min. Cost Task Graph
10 Mixed 109.49 100.03 90.44
20 Mixed 223.95 176.75 139.06
40 Mixed 448.85 313.23 292.58
10 Linear 122.17 86.25 79.04
20 Linear 242.21 159.67 148.64
40 Linear 485.65 283.87 259.96
10 Circular 108.52 98.75 98.75
20 Circular 217.61 166.82 158.45
40 Circular 436.09 308.79 290.48

Table 5.6: Minimal Cost in the Task Graph model compared to the Matching model

One can see that the above described inequality of the Task Graph solution being always
at least as good as the matching solution is fulfilled for all instances. Furthermore, observe
that on a linear structure the potential of ride sharing in general seems to be the largest
compared to the mixed and circular structure. On linear instances however, already the
matching model from section 5.2.1 is able to decrease the costs significantly. Taking this
observation into account as well, we can see that the Task Graph model improves the result
especially on a mixed structure compared to the matching solution.

In a second step, we now want to get from the classical ride sharing model, which is im-
plemented by the matching model in section 5.2.1, to the company’s point of view. Here
the maximization of profit rather than the minimization of costs is the objective that we are
aiming at in the first place. For this purpose, we will exclusively work with the DARP model
and the Task Graph model in the following and hence not consider the matching model any
further in this chapter. Hence, we have to take assumptions on the above mentioned cost
and other parameters now. We do this based on information taken from the car2go website
[Car17b] in the following way:

• The walking distance µi for a customer i is fixed by assumption to µi = 0.5 kilometers
for each customer.

• The initial fare for using a car is treated by car2go by a one-time validation fee of 9e.
If we assume for the moment that 10% of all customers per day are new customers
using the service for the first time, we get an initial fare of 0.9e per ride.

• The fare charged for one kilometer of driving is set to 0.24e.

• The provider’s cost for running a car can be technically split into a fixed part containing
insurance, license and registration, depreciation and financing, and a variable part
including gas and oil, maintenance and tires among others. The latter ones are referred
to as operating costs per kilometer, whereas the fixed costs arise as ownership costs
per year. Based on the findings in [Lit09], where the operating costs per mile are
investigated for a "small sedan" on the assumption of 12, 500 annually driven miles, we
set the operating cost per kilometer for our vehicles to 0.13e.
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• In order to take ownership costs into account, we again base our assumption on [Lit09]
and assume ownership costs of 2e per day and per car in the following.

• The provider’s cost for unserved customers is hard to assess, since first of all it is an
opportunity cost that cannot be measured in the moment of its occurrence. It can
be seen as the missed profit generated with the unserved customers themselves on
the day of occurring together with the missed profit regarding these customers and
related customers in the future. The latter can be interpreted by taking into account
that unserved customers might stop using our car sharing service immediately and
also possibly influence other customers in their decision by giving a bad reputation for
our company. Again, it should be stressed out that more developed forecasting models
might be needed to assess the exact value for this cost, which is not further investigated
at this point. However, taking into account that losing customers and bad reputation
create an essential negative impact on a company’s success, ϕ = 100e seems to be a
reasonable dimension for this parameter.

We want to stress out clearly at this point that the numbers and results obtained by the
following test runs within this and the next chapter highly depend on the assumptions made
regarding these and other parameters. The choice of parameters was made to the best knowl-
edge of the author, but does not reflect first-hand information. The goal of this thesis is
clearly to develop a methodology and moreover a model for the general car sharing setup
rather than calculating an exact result with guarantee on correctness and relevance for a
real-life case. The latter is left open for the reader and competent end user of this work,
who might have more accurate and realistic input values for the needed parameters.

Now once we have set all necessary parameters, we can start running basic optimization
models regarding profit maximization. First of all, we want to compare the Task Graph
model with the DARP model for a first validity check regarding profit. Here, we recap from
section 3.2 that the task graph model is slightly more restricted than the DARP model, since
it does not allow ride share trips of arbitrary length like the DARP model, but only trips
with a maximum of three customers and with a special way of driver changing. Hence, we
expect an optimal solution of the task graph model to be at most as good as an optimal
solution of the DARP model when considering the same instance on both models. We check
this in Table 5.7 by comparing the results of the DARP model with the results of the task
graph model for small instances (up to an instance size of 15 customers) and based on the
assumptions about cost parameters from this chapter. As a first impression regarding the
profit in our models, we get the following results:
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Size Structure Profit without RS Max. Profit DARP Max. Profit Task Graph
10 Mixed -1.92 2.97 2.95
15 Mixed -3.57 10.06 7.99
40 Mixed -11.01 - 18.07
10 Linear 6.61 12.21 9.41
15 Linear 10.13 12.70 10.26
40 Linear 27.06 - 42.00
10 Circular -3.80 2.42 0.61
15 Circular -6.37 0.60 -1.51
40 Circular -14.16 - 23.05

Table 5.7: Maximal Profit in the Task Graph model compared to the DARP model

We note from Table 5.7 that the validity check is fulfilled on all instances, i.e. that the
DARP model yields a solution, which is at least as good as the solution of the task graph
model. If and to which extent the more general DARP model can yield a better solution
than the task graph model highly depends on the tested instance. However, we do not want
to deny that there are some special instances, on which the solution in the DARP model
differs highly from the solution of the Task Graph model. This is due to the fact that in
the DARP model arbitrarily many driver changes are allowed within the tours, whereas in
the Task Graph model only one driver change is allowed in three-customer trips and none
at all in two-customer trips. This can cause significant cost differences, for example, on an
instance shown in Figure 5.7.

i

j n+ i

n+j

Figure 5.7: Instance with significant difference between DARP and Task Graph model

In a case as described in Figure 5.7, a driver change can yield, dependent on the distances
between the drawn nodes, to a significantly better solution, since the Task Graph solution
in this case would either have to carry out the tour j → i → n + i → n + j or even make
use of an additional car if the distances are too large. However, we do not expect a very
specific instance like this to occur in the majority of all cases and hence we assume the DARP
solution and the Task Graph solution to not differ significantly at least in their structure in
the following.

Furthermore, note that the tested instances are rather small compared to real-life instances
and hence also the generated profit per day is not in the same dimension as in a real-life
situation. However, these small instances can still show certain patterns, which have to be
investigated in a second step and in further detail. A conclusion from these investigations,
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which is actually already included in Table 5.7, is the existence of an optimal fleet size for
the given instance, i.e. for the corresponding day. We want to investigate the dependence
of the profit with the actual fleet size of the company a little further. For this purpose,
take a randomly generated instance on a mixed structure with 20 customers. Then, we can
calculate the maximum profit for different fleet sizes and express the optimal profit as a
function of the fleet size as illustrated in Figure 5.8. This is done here by fixing the fleet
size to 10 different discrete values from 11 cars to the maximum of 20 cars and calculating
the optimal profit for each of them. Afterwards, we interpolate those obtained data points
in order to illustrate the function.

Figure 5.8: Profit as a function of the Fleet Size, Size: 20, Structure: Mixed

One can observe from Figure 5.8 that the optimal fleet size is equal to 12 in this case, since
the profit is maximized then, and one customer cannot be served when only running 11
vehicles. At the same time, more than 12 vehicles are not necessary in this example to serve
all customers, which yields an increase in costs at a constant income level and hence a de-
crease in profit. By this optimization approach, we thus obtain the optimal fleet size for this
particular day with this specific circular distribution of customer locations. One would have
to optimize for a whole period, say, a year in order to take this strategic decision regarding
the fleet size holistically. Here, one could also come up with an optimal amount of customers
for the number of vehicles that we are running on the other hand. However, it seems more
reasonable to adapt the size of our vehicle fleet to the customer demand than the other way
round.

In a last step for this section, we now want to investigate the discount, which we could
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give to customers whenever they share a ride. On the one hand, we can think about a gen-
eral discount of ηe for sharing a ride (cf. sector 2.3.5). This becomes relevant in particular,
when a customer is only willing to share a ride if they get a certain minimum discount for it.
Let us assume in a first step that all customers have the same minimum discount threshold
ψ = 1e. Then we can express the profit of the whole system as a function of the ride share
discount η. Figure 5.9 shows the just described dependence on the Task Graph model for
the instance of Figure 5.8, which represents a mixed structure with 20 customers. The graph
in Figure 5.9 is built by profit maximization for discrete discount values in 0.10e-steps and
interpolation between those discrete points.

Figure 5.9: Profit as a function of the Ride Share Discount, Size: 20, Structure: Mixed,
ψ = 1e

One can see from Figure 5.9 that the maximum profit is reached as expected for the discount
threshold of 1e per ride share in this example, since a discount of less than 1e cannot attract
any customer for a ride share and hence we need the full amount of vehicles, while a discount
of more than 1e is not needed to motivate more customers for ride sharing. However, note
that there are breakpoints at 1.10e and 1.20e as well, which can be explained by the
fact that at these discount levels the optimal vehicle fleet size changes, since it becomes
more lucrative for the company suddenly to run an additional car instead of giving a higher
discount. A different situation appears when the discount threshold ψ is not equal for
all customers, but every customer i has their individual threshold ψi instead. Figure 5.10
illustrates this situation based on the assumption that ψi is uniformly distributed on [0, 2]
for all customers i by. The graph is again generated by calculating the maximum profit for
discrete steps in the discount level and interpolating between those discrete data points.
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Figure 5.10: Profit as a function of the Ride Share Discount, Size: 20, Structure: Mixed,
ψi ∈ U([0, 2])

We observe that, in this example, the globally optimal ride share discount η moves from
1e in the case of ψi = ψ for all i to 0.70e on this instance with ψi ∈ U([0, 2]) for all i.
Note, however that the global maximum profit increased slightly compared to Figure 5.9.
Remarkable is also the rapid drop in the optimal profit on the left of the global maximum.
From this we can conclude that offering a discount, which is too little, costs the company
comparatively more profit than setting a discount level, which is too high. Furthermore,
notice that in both cases we are facing a negative profit. This means that offering a discount
for the fact of sharing a ride in general might not be profitable in practice. The company
could also think about a discount for each kilometer of detour that a customer accepts when
sharing a ride. Assuming a discount threshold per kilometer of ω = 0.05e for each customer
yields the following result shown in Figure 5.11, which is again obtained by optimizing the
model for discrete discount steps and affiliating interpolation.
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Figure 5.11: Profit as a function of the Discount per kilometer, Size: 20, Structure: Mixed,
ω = 0.05e

For the given parameters and assumptions, we note that again the discount threshold ω is
an optimal solution, which maximizes the profit. There are several more breakpoints in the
profit function up to a discount of 0.40e and we observe that especially in the neighborhood
of the discount threshold ω up to a discount of 0.15e the descent is rather steep. Also note
that 0.10e seems to be barrier discount in the sense that it limits the discount rates yielding
a positive profit. All investigated discount rates on the right of this bound lead to a negative
profit. Also note that at a high discount level of around 0.40e the profit reaches the initial
level of not giving any discount at all. This is due to the fact that neither at a discount level
of 0.00e any ride is shared, since no customer gets the demanded discount for a detour, nor
at a high discount level a ride is shared, since it is cheaper for the company then to use more
cars instead of allowing too high discounts.

Again, one could now investigate the behavior of the profit function in terms of discount
per kilometer for individual discount thresholds ωi analogously to the example illustrated
in Figure 5.10 for the general ride share discount. However, we omit this case at this point
of the thesis, since it can be implemented analogously to the aforementioned example. In
the next section, we start investigating the assumed parameters from the beginning of this
chapter by performing sensitivity analyses on them.
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5.3 Implementation of Sensitivity Analysis
In the last step of our implementation part, we want to question our assumptions from
chapter 5.2.2 regarding cost parameters and investigate how robust an optimal solution is in
terms of sensitivity analysis. For this purpose, we want to vary some selected cost param-
eters and see how sensitive the model is regarding those parameters. These investigations
are especially relevant against the background of not having first-hand information of the
corresponding cost parameters as already mentioned in section 5.2.2. Furthermore, note
that all the analyses performed in this section are implemented on the task graph model
from chapter 5.2.2, since the running time is much better compared to the DARP model
and at the same time the obtained results in the task graph model are similar to the ones
from the DARP model in the sense that the structure of the solution is similar, although the
optimal objective value might be slightly smaller (cf. Table 5.7). Huge differences between
the two approaches only appear for some special instances, as also mentioned in section 5.2.2.

In the following, we want to figure out the potential and the risks of the underlying cost pa-
rameters used in the model. Hence, we distinguish between internal and external parameters
before considering scenarios, in which both internal and external factors are combined. As a
general scenario for these parameter analyses we choose throughout an instance with mixed
structure, since they are less restricted than linear or circular structures and most likely to
happen in a free-floating car sharing system, and a size of 20 customers in order to keep
the computation time reasonable. Also note that the following analyses exclusively consider
cost parameters, which influence the profit directly. In a second step, in order to make the
model more accurate, one can also think about investigating the remaining fixed parameters
such as the travel speed (it is not possible to travel with a speed of 60km

h
throughout the

whole day) or the walking distance (not every customer can walk exactly 500 meters to reach
a car). However, these just mentioned parameters do not affect the profit directly and are
hence not further investigated in the following.

5.3.1 Internal Profit Components

The first parameter under consideration is the initial fare α invoiced to the customer when
starting a car. This fare can be compared to the basic fee when using a taxi service. In
chapter 5.2.2 we set this parameter to 0.90e, since we assumed that a customer uses our
car sharing service 10 times per year and the one-time fee is set by car2go to 9e. However,
this can vary a lot among different customers and we hence want to investigate, how much
potential a fixed basic fare could offer to our service on the one hand and how much we
would lose if α decreases for some reason, for example, because the assumption was wrong
and customers use our service way more often than 10 times. We note however that the ini-
tial fare α cannot be changed or especially raised arbitrarily, since this step would probably
cause customer reactions in the sense that there might be a higher incentive for ride shares
on the one hand when increasing α or that especially customers taking short trips might quit
the service and join a different company instead. These issues will be discussed in further
detail in section 5.3.4.
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Besides α, also the kilometer fare β as the fare charged for driving one kilometer can be
changed and optimized internally. In contrast to a change in the parameter α, a change
in the kilometer fee β mainly affects customers taking longer trips. Based on this fact, the
company has to decide in their strategy and business model, whether to focus more on the
one or on the other group of customers. An investigation of the profit, while not taking any
customer behavior into account, does not lead to the desired result in this case either, since
it is pretty unlikely that customers will not show any reaction to a change of the kilometer
fare β. Once β increases, we expect customers to strive for the trip option with the least
distance to be covered. Since ride shares are always linked to some detour for at least one
of the ride share partners, an increase in β will probably lead to a lower incentive to share a
ride. Also this kilometer parameter will be investigated in terms of ride share potential and
in further detail in section 5.3.4.

The last cost parameter that can be influenced within the company is the cost parame-
ter ϕ. However, it was already mentioned earlier that ϕ is an opportunity cost appearing in
the future and hence in the end an accounting issue, which shall not be further investigated
at this point. In the next chapter, we want to investigate the external cost components in
greater detail.

5.3.2 External Profit Components

After considering the revenue side of the profit by looking at internal profit components,
we now want to test the robustness of our service against external influences on the cost
side. First, we have the ownership cost γ1 here, which was set to 2e per day and per car in
chapter 5.2.2 covering insurance, registration and financing among others. It might happen
at some point that the insurance premium rises, the interest rates vary or other external
factors change on short-term notice. We are exposed to this external risk then and the profit
of our business is affected as illustrated in Figure 5.12, where we obtained the optimal profit
for some discrete values of γ1 and once again interpolated between the discrete points.

We can see from Figure 5.12 that there is a breakpoint at around 1e, which means that
pushing the ownership costs to an absolute minimum and in the extreme case towards zero
by producing the car and insuring the car within our own company can increase the marginal
costs and hence generate considerable impact on the profit. On the other hand, if the owner-
ship cost parameter γ2 increases to more than 2e per day, the profit will be affected linearly.
Note, however, that this consideration of ownership costs does not take other factors such
as fares or customer behavior into account, but represents solely a univariate function in the
argument γ1 and its effects on the optimal profit.

Analogously to the ownership costs, we can also consider a change in the operational cost
γ2 per kilometer and perform a sensitivity analysis on γ2. We can think of a change in the
operational cost per kilometer as a rapid drop in the gas price, for example, or the trans-
formation of maintenance work to an in-house process. The profit as a function of γ2 is
shown in Figure 5.13 again as an interpolation of discrete optimal profit function values in
the argument γ2.
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Figure 5.12: Profit as a function of the Ownership Cost Parameter γ1, Size: 20, Structure:
Mixed

Figure 5.13: Profit as a function of the Operational Cost Parameter γ2, Size: 20, Structure:
Mixed
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There seems to be a breakpoint at around 0.24e, i.e. at the level of the assumed kilometer
fare β, where the marginal cost decreases to a lower level. When comparing figures 5.12 and
5.12, we note that a change in γ1 seems to have a greater impact on the profit than γ2 in
the shown feasible and realistic range of the two parameters. However, we keep in mind that
when considering only one parameter at a time as in this chapter, we still have to rely on
the consistency and correctness of all other parameters to some extent. In the next chapter,
we cover the case that several parameters change at the same time.

5.3.3 Internal Reaction to External Changes

In the two final sections of our implementation part within this thesis, we want to assess how
a change in several parameters at the same time affects the profit of the company. The first
thing we want to investigate here is a reaction to market movements by internal price changes.
For that purpose, assume the parameter values of section 5.2.2 as the initial situation with
an initial profit value P ∗ and analyze, how we would have to adapt the internal profit drivers
α and β as a reaction to external movements in parameters γ1 and γ2 in order to get a profit,
which is at least as large as the initial profit P ∗. We start by investigating the initial fare
α in the case of a change in the ownership costs γ1. Figure 5.14 shows the obtained result
by considering discrete values of the parameter γ1 and calculating the minimum initial fare
α(γ1) in the corresponding case. Analogously to chapter 5.3.2, the graphs 5.14 to 5.17 in the
following are again generated by interpolation of the discrete data points.

Figure 5.14: Initial fare as a function of the ownership cost parameter γ1, Size: 20, Structure:
Mixed

One can note from the figure that a drop in the ownership cost parameter γ1 to 1.50e
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per car could spare us the initial fare completely. Increasing ownership costs however re-
sult in a linear growth of the initial fare as soon as the ownership costs per car exceed 1.50e.

The same can be done for the kilometer fare β as a reaction to a change in the owner-
ship cost parameter γ1. Again, the goal here is to keep the profit on the initial level P ∗ and
minimize the kilometer fare β. The results of this investigation are shown in Figure 5.15.

Figure 5.15: Kilometer fare as a function of the ownership cost parameter γ1, Size: 20,
Structure: Mixed

Observe from Figure 5.15 that a drop in the ownership cost parameter γ1 up to a level of
1e results in a linear decrease in the kilometer fare β, whereas the decrease in β becomes
steeper when falling below the level of γ1 = 1e. Also note that the initial profit level cannot
be upheld by a change in β when exceeding an ownership cost per car of 5e.

After investigating a possible reaction to a change in the ownership cost parameter γ1,
we now want to perform the same analyses for the operational cost γ2 per kilometer. For
that purpose, we fix the ownership cost back to γ1 = 2e and check first, how the initial fare
α reacts to changes in the external parameter γ2 when having the goal of maintaining the
initial profit level P ∗ and minimizing α. Figure 5.16 shows the results in this case.
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Figure 5.16: Initial fare as a function of the operational cost parameter γ2, Size: 20, Struc-
ture: Mixed

We note from Figure 5.16 that a drop in the operational costs per kilometer below 0.10e
could spare us almost the whole initial fare. From then on the function seems to be con-
cave and the absolute value of the minimum α is bounded within the considered range for γ2.

As a last possible combination of external with internal factors, we are missing the case
of a reaction in the internal profit driver β to an external change in the operational cost
parameter γ2. The results are illustrated in Figure 5.17.
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Figure 5.17: Kilometer fare as a function of the operational cost parameter γ2, Size: 20,
Structure: Mixed

We notice that the dependence between β and γ2 is linear in this case and a change of 0.01e
in the operational cost requires the same amount of change in the kilometer fare β in order
to sustain the initial profit level. As a conclusive comment for this section, we want to stress
out that we did not take any customer behavior into account within this section. The goal
here was rather to assess, how an internal reaction to external market changes theoretically
has to look like in order to reach a certain profit level. An investigation of the customers’
reactions to an internal change of fares is in turn performed in section 5.3.4. The reader
clearly has to be aware of the fact that the results from this chapter are only meaningful in
combination with the ones from chapter 5.3.4.

5.3.4 Ride Share Potential

In section 5.3.1, we analyzed the situation for internal cost parameter changes exclusively
from the company’s point of view in terms of univariate profit maximization, assuming that
a raise of fares is realizable arbitrarily without changing any customer behavior. In fact,
customers will either have a maximum fare that they would pay for the service or, even more
natural, they are striving for their minimum effort. Let us assume here that all customers
do want to minimize their travel time or travel distance at this point, but their priority is
to minimize their total costs. Since we do not take the individual customer and, related to
that, game theoretical approaches into account, we assume here that this goal is equivalent
with minimizing the sum of the costs of all customers together.
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Before starting the actual investigations about that, we want to stress out some clarify-
ing comments regarding this issue. The constructed model within this thesis does not take
customer behavior into account, i.e. the demand is fixed throughout this thesis. The case
that customers quit our car sharing service because of increased prices and fares is excluded
here. This means we assume consistently that the demand is constant. However, the overall
goal of this thesis is to investigate the potential of ride sharing at the end, so it is necessary
at this point to include a modified version of customer behavior in the model. Hence, it
seems reasonable to minimize the total customer costs at this point for certain levels of fares
and assess how the willingness to share rides changes with varying fare parameters. For
example, we would expect that the willingness to share rides increases when the initial fare
increases. This is exactly the message of Figure 5.18, in which the number of needed cars
for the minimum customer-cost solution is evaluated for several discrete values of the initial
fare α. Analogously to previous sections, the following graphs 5.18 to 5.21 are obtained by
interpolation of the discrete exact data points.

Figure 5.18: Fleet size as a function of the initial fare α, Size: 20, Structure: Mixed

We can observe from Figure 5.18 that the fleet size decreases with increasing initial fare,
since the incentive for ride sharing and hence sharing the initial fare α with one or two other
customers gets greater. Especially the rapid drop in the fleet size from 18 to 15 on the right
of an initial fare level α = 1.00e stands out in this example. For the company it might be
of great interest to identify a point like this of steepest descent and adapt their fares as a
consequence of this analysis. In terms of profit change, the situation looks as illustrated in
Figure 5.19.
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Figure 5.19: Profit as a function of the initial fare α, Size: 20, Structure: Mixed

We notice that the function is neither convex nor concave, but changes its behavior several
times within the considered scope for the initial fare. Local maximums can be found at initial
fare levels of 0.60e, 1.30e and 1.50e on this instance. One can observe from Figure 5.18
that these are exactly the points, where the fleet size as a function of α has local minimums.
Hence, we can conclude that in this example, the two not always complementary goals of
minimizing the fleet size on the one hand and maximizing the profit on the other hand are
compatible with each other to some extent on the assumption of maximizing customer sat-
isfaction. In general however, note that the goal of maximizing the company’s profit is not
always compatible with the objective of maximizing customer satisfaction and the company
has to decide in the individual case, whether to strive for the one or the other goal in the
first place.

Based on these results together with the results from figures 5.14 and 5.16, one can now
get a holistic picture of the initial fare parameter α. Whereas figures 5.14 and 5.16 give a
theoretical idea of how much the company would have to adapt the initial fare as a conse-
quence to external market changes in order to sustain an initial profit level, Figure 5.19 shows
how this change in α would affect the customer behavior in terms of ride shares and how it
would effectively affect the profit. This crosses the gap in some way from external market
changes regarding costs over internal reactions regarding fares towards external customer re-
actions regarding ride shares. The same investigations can be done for the kilometer fare β
as well. Here, we expect the opposite behavior compared to Figure 5.18, since an increasing
kilometer fare β will discourage customers to share rides because of the necessary detour of
at least one of the ride share partners. Figure 5.20 can confirm this presumption.
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Figure 5.20: Fleet size as a function of the kilometer fare β, Size: 20, Structure: Mixed

Customers have a higher incentive to share rides at low kilometer fare levels, since ride shares
are always linked to a detour for at least one of the customers included in the corresponding
ride share. In Figure 5.20 we can observe two intervals in β, where the increase in the needed
fleet size is rather high. Between a kilometer fare of 0.08e and 0.14e the fleet size rises
from 12 to 16 cars and on the interval between 0.18e and 0.22e the fleet size increases from
15 to 19 cars. It might be useful for the company to identify those intervals on the certain
instance and adapt the initial fare β to this analysis. What all this means for the company’s
profit, is shown in Figure 5.21.
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Figure 5.21: Profit as a function of the kilometer fare β, Size: 20, Structure: Mixed

We note from Figure 5.21 that the function is again neither concave nor convex and has
a local maximum at 0.20e, which is not a minimum of the fleet size function in Figure
5.20 this time. That means that here a trade-off between profit maximization and fleet size
minimization is necessary in order to derive the company’s optimal price strategy in terms
of kilometer fare and on the assumption of maximized customer satisfaction. One step that
could be taken to generate an additional incentive for customers to share rides and that was
already discussed in a different context in section 5.2.1, is to introduce a ride share discount
for all customers sharing their ride. However, this discount in turn affects the needed fleet
size as well as the company’s profit and we get a bivariate function of the profit depending
on the kilometer fare β and at the same time on the given ride share discount η. Figure 5.22
shows the obtained scatter plot for this analysis in terms of fleet size, whereas Figure 5.23
illustrates the analogous investigation in terms of profit.

Even though figures 5.22 and 5.23 represent three-dimensional plots and it is hence not
possible to show the exact structure of the functions on a two-dimensional projection surface,
we can already observe that the profit increases in most of the cases when the kilometer fare
β increases as well. For the fleet size however, the obtained structure depending on the two
parameters β and η is more variable in the sense that the minimum fleet size of 12 cars
can be reached at any kilometer fare level β within the considered range, as long as the
discount η per ride share is large enough. On the other hand however, if the given discount
is not a sufficient incentive for customers to share a ride, then the fleet size can rise up to
a maximum value of 19 cars whenever the kilometer fare is high enough. Here, a trade-off
between a high kilometer fare β, which pushes the profit but increases the fleet size, and a
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Figure 5.22: Fleet size as a bivariate function of the ride share discount η and the kilometer
fare β, Size: 20, Structure: Mixed

Figure 5.23: Profit as a bivariate function of the ride share discount η and the kilometer fare
β, Size: 20, Structure: Mixed
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sufficiently large discount η, which lowers the profit but decreases the fleet size, has to be
found. When investigating the correlation between the kilometer fare β and an optimal ride
share discount η a little further, one can notice from the graph in Figure 5.23 the following
dependence shown in Table 5.8.

Kilometer Fare Optimal Discount Profit
0.10e 0.00e ≈ −18e
0.20e 0.10e ≈ −7e
0.30e 0.30e ≈ 7e
0.40e 0.10e ≈ 23e

Table 5.8: Optimal ride share discount η for given kilometer fare β

The observation that a higher kilometer fare does not necessarily imply a higher ride share
discount in terms of profit maximization, as can be seen in Table 5.8, concludes this section.
Also here, we want to stress out again that a high kilometer fare value generates the highest
profit in theory, since the customer reaction to a raise in β is not included in the model
adequately. As a reaction to increased kilometer fares, the model merely takes the change
in the customers’ ride share behavior into account and as a response to this in turn, the
company has the chance to adapt the ride share discount η in order to maximize their profit
in the end.
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6 Conclusion
This thesis aimed at investigating the potential of including the classical ride sharing con-
cept in the already existing car sharing business model. To this end, we first introduced the
underlying free floating car sharing framework and defined the terminology used throughout
the thesis. In a second step, we then defined three different mathematical models in order
to build a theoretical setup for the subsequent implementation of the car sharing service.

These mathematical models within this work can be divided into two different classes. The
first approach was the Ride Share Matching model, which provides the opportunity to assess
the general potential of ride sharing in the traditional sense, i.e. under the assumption that
every customer has an own car available, and restricted to the case of seat capacity equal to 2
per car. After formulating the basic case as a mathematical model with different possible ob-
jectives, such as cost or fleet size minimization, we extended the model by several restrictive
parameters regarding the customers’ willingness to detour and wait, relocation incentives,
individual ride share preferences and ride share discounts. Note that not all of the mentioned
parameter extensions were also implemented in the remainder of the thesis. However, the
user of the model is offered the chance by that to implement them straightforwardly if needed.

The second class of mathematical models was based on the crucial assumption that not
every customer in the system has a car available at their origin, since the vehicle fleet size is
fixed and bounded. This circumstance rather represents a real business case of a car sharing
provider then, who is running a vehicle fleet of predefined size. We modeled this situation
first by the conventional approach in the framework of the well-studied Vehicle Routing
Problem (VRP) and in our special case of a Dial-a-Ride Problem (DARP) in particular.
The overall goal here was to maximize the company’s profit while modeling the tours of
available cars under certain conditions and constraints. However, we already stated that
a DARP is in general NP-hard and we hence might want to create an alternative model
in view of the successive practical implementations. We reached this by setting up a Task
Graph model as a modification of the DARP, in which the possible tours of a vehicle are
predefined nodes in our task graph and which hence yields more efficient calculations later on.

In a last step of the theory part, we developed the mathematical background for the sensi-
tivity analysis regarding several cost and other parameters. The idea behind it is to assess
the system’s reaction to a change in one or several input factors of the optimization process.
This means in our case that we try to quantify the change in the optimal profit of the com-
pany in the case that an input parameter of the model changes. For this purpose, we first
provided a theory about performing these sensitivity analyses on linear programs. It turned
out that on some instances the solution is equal or at least similar to the discrete case, on
other instances however not at all. Hence, we then introduced as well the idea of developing
a duality theory for integer programs and how this approach can be linked to the final aim
of implementing a sensitivity analysis for integer programming problems.

After setting up the theory part of the thesis, we then started to implement the presented
mathematical models in Python and test them on randomly generated instances. We want
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to emphasize here once more that the tested instances are fictitious and constructed under
the assumption of a constant customer demand. The difficulty in this context lies in the
fact that customer demand cannot be predicted with a one hundred percent accuracy and
we hence ran the models only on historical data so far. A further topic for investigation
is here to incorporate the customer demand to the model and to furthermore represent the
customers’ behavior in general by modeling their reactions to certain parameter changes. At
the end of this thesis, the latter issue is already hinted at by taking customer satisfaction
into account in the sense that total costs for customers are to be minimized. We saw that
we could model the ride sharing behavior of customers by that in a simplified way.

Now, possible questions that a car sharing provider could be interested in are of the fol-
lowing form:

• How high can we set the initial fare for our service without losing too many customers
but while still being profitable?

• How high can we set the kilometer fare for our service without losing too many cus-
tomers but while still being profitable?

• How much discount can we allow for customers in order to raise their incentives for
sharing rides but still stay profitable?

In all those three questions, one can already note that there seems to be an internal conflict
regarding the business strategy of the company. Customer satisfaction by offering cheap
prices and running a profitable business are in general not always complementary objectives.
Whether the company puts more emphasize on the one or the other strategy variant, has to
be decided in each individual case and basically shapes the company’s philosophy.

In order to conclude the thesis, we want to recapitulate once again the achievements of
the underlying work and give an outlook for further possible modifications of the elaborated
models. The overall and initial goal to investigate the potential of ride sharing was reached
in a number of different ways. On the one hand, we were able to assess the cost reduction by
introducing ride shares in general compared to the initial cost level when not taking them
into account. On the other hand, we also found a way to include the possibility for ride
sharing in the already existing framework of a free floating car sharing model. Especially
the latter can be seen as a promising setup with a lot of space for further research and
development of the introduced methodologies and implementations.

One aspect here could be to extend the range of feasible trips by including autonomously
driving cars in the company’s vehicle fleet. The cars could then drive from "dead end" po-
sitions to high demand areas without any driver costs and more vehicles could be saved in
this way. A second starting point for further developments of the model would be to ad-
just the model to an on-line optimization approach, which reacts in a matter of seconds to
short-term changes in the customer demand. This step is probably the most crucial one in
the end for implementing the developed theory in practice. As an additional way of making
the models more realistic, one would also have to include a real-life consideration of other
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environmental parameters, which we had fixed by assumption to certain simplified values. A
crucial example here would be the travel speed, since for a holistic representation of the real
world traffic, congestion and time dependent factors have to be taken into account as well.
For all those extension options, the underlying model provides a profound and reasonable
starting base.
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Appendix A
DARP Model
Here, the mixed-integer linear program for the DARP model is summarized. Given is a
graph with 2n nodes, the first n nodes stand for the customers’ origins and the nodes n+ 1
to 2n for the customers’ destinations. Furthermore, an artificial depot 2n+ 1 is added in the
model, from which all the cars start and at which all the cars end.

Parameters and Notations:

• P = {1, . . . , n} the set of origins

• D = {n+ 1, . . . , 2n} the set of destinations

• N = P ∪D the set of all nodes

• N ′ = N ∪ {2n+ 1} the set of all nodes plus the artificial depot 2n+ 1

• ξi the earliest departure times from origins and λi the latest arrival times at destinations

• dv,w the distances and tv,w the travel times between two nodes

• sk the capacity of vehicle k (in our case always equal to 2)

• qv the change of occupied seats in a vehicle at node v, i.e. qv = 1 for all origins and
qv = −1 for all destinations

• µi the maximal walking distance of customer i

• M , Mi,j and Wi,k big enough to make the corresponding constraints feasible

• E the set of all time-feasible arcs (v, w) ∈ N ′ ×N ′

• Ev = {w ∈ N ′ | (v, w) ∈ E} the set of all possible feasible destination nodes from node
v ∈ N ′

Variables:

The following variables are used in the DARP model:

xv,w,k =

1 if vehicle k travels from node v to node w
0 otherwise

uv,k =

1 if vehicle k visits node v
0 otherwise,

τv,k =

arrival time of vehicle k at node v if vehicle k is visiting node v on its tour
0 otherwise.
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Qv,k =

number of passengers in vehicle k after visiting node v if τv,k > 0
0 otherwise

zi =

1 if customer i is neither sharing a ride nor has a car available
0 otherwise

yk =

1 if vehicle k stays in the depot
0 otherwise

V
(1)
i,k =

1 if node i is the start node of vehicle k’s tour
0 otherwise,

V
(2)
i,k =

1 if node n+ i is the end node of vehicle k’s tour
0 otherwise,

Q
(u)
i,k =

0 if ui,k = 0 or Qn+i,k > 0
1 otherwise

Parameters for the Objective Function:

• α as the initial fare for using a car

• β as the fare charged for driving one kilometer

• γ1 as the fixed cost for owning a car

• γ2 as the average cost per kilometer (fuel, tolls, etc.)

• ϕ as the cost for a not served customer

Objective:

Maximize the profit of our company:

max α
∑
i∈P

∑
k∈V

Q
(u)
i,k + (β − γ2)

∑
v∈N

∑
w∈Ev

∑
k∈V

(xv,w,kdv,w)− ϕ
∑
i∈P

zi − γ1
∑
k∈V

(1− yk)

Constraints:

• Define variables ui,k in terms of xi,w,k’s:

ui,k =
∑
w∈Ei

xi,w,k ∀i ∈ P, ∀k ∈ V (3.2)
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• If node i is visited by vehicle k, then also node n+ i:

ui,k = un+i,k ∀i ∈ P, ∀k ∈ V (3.3)

• Define the tour start variables V (1)
i,k :

V
(1)
i,k = x2n+1,i,k ∀i ∈ P, ∀k ∈ V (3.4)

• Define the tour end variables V (2)
i,k :

V
(2)
i,k = xn+i,2n+1,k ∀i ∈ P, ∀k ∈ V (3.5)

• Either vehicle k starts a tour at some node i ∈ P or stays in the depot:∑
i∈P

V
(1)
i,k + yk = 1 ∀i ∈ P, ∀k ∈ V (3.6)

• Either vehicle k returns to the depot from some node n+ i ∈ D or has not even left it:∑
i∈P

V
(2)
i,k + yk = 1 ∀i ∈ P, ∀k ∈ V (3.7)

• In each node, the inflow is equal to the outflow:∑
w∈N∪{2n+1}: v∈Ew

xw,v,k =
∑
w∈Ev

xv,w,k ∀v ∈ N,∀k ∈ V (3.8)

• Either customer i is served by any vehicle k or is not served at all:∑
k∈V

ui,k + zi = 1 ∀i ∈ P (3.9)

• Vehicle k can only visit customer i if it leaves the depot:

xi,w,k ≤ 1− yk ∀i ∈ P, ∀w ∈ Ei,∀k ∈ V (3.10)

• If a node v is not visited by vehicle k, then τv,k is equal to zero:

τv,k ≤M
∑

w∈N∪{2n+1}: v∈Ew
xw,v,k ∀v ∈ N,∀k ∈ V (3.11)

• Ensure time consistency of the vehicle tours:

τv,k+tv,w−Mv,w(1−xv,w,k) ≤ τw,k ∀v ∈ N, ∀w ∈ Ev\{2n+1},∀k ∈ V (3.12)

• The origin of a customer i has to be visited before the corresponding destination n+ i:

ti,n+iui,k ≤ τn+i,k − τi,k ∀i ∈ P, ∀k ∈ V (3.13)
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• Every vehicle k needs to be empty at the depot:

Q2n+1,k = 0 ∀k ∈ V (3.14)

• Ensure load consistency of the vehicle tours:

Qv,k+qw−Ww,k(1−xv,w,k) ≤ Qw,k ∀v ∈ N∪{2n+1},∀w ∈ Ev,∀k ∈ V (3.15)

• If a vehicle k is empty after a particular node, then there has to be another node in
walking distance for the corresponding customer so that the car can continue its tour:

dj,n+i(xn+i,j,k −Qn+i,k) ≤ µj ∀i ∈ P, ∀j ∈ En+i,∀k ∈ V (3.16)

• A trip from node i cannot start before the earliest departure time ξi of customer i:

(ξi + ti,w)xi,w,k ≤ τw,k ∀i ∈ P, ∀w ∈ Ei,∀k ∈ V (3.17)

• A trip cannot arrive at node n+ i ∈ D after the latest arrival time λi of customer i:

τn+i,k ≤ λi ∀i ∈ P, ∀k ∈ V (3.18)

• Lower bound for the load variables Qv,k:

max{0, qv}uv,k ≤ Qv,k ∀v ∈ N,∀k ∈ V (3.19)

• Upper bound for the load variables Qv,k:∑
k∈V

Qv,k ≤ min{sk, sk + qv} ∀v ∈ N, ∀k ∈ V (3.20)

• If a node v is not visited by vehicle k, then Qv,k is equal to zero:

Qv,k ≤ skuv,k ∀v ∈ N, ∀k ∈ V (3.21)

• Define the variables Q(u)
i,k :

Q
(u)
i,k ≤ ui,k ∀i ∈ P, ∀k ∈ V (3.31)

Q
(u)
i,k ≤ 1−Qn+i,k ∀i ∈ P, ∀k ∈ V (3.32)

• Binary variables:

xv,w,k ∈ {0, 1} ∀v, w ∈ N ∪ {2n+ 1},∀k ∈ V (3.22)

yk ∈ {0, 1} ∀k ∈ V (3.23)
uv,k ∈ {0, 1} ∀v ∈ N, ∀k ∈ V (3.24)
zi ∈ {0, 1} ∀i ∈ P (3.25)
V

(1)
i,k ∈ {0, 1} ∀i ∈ P, ∀k ∈ V (3.26)

V
(2)
i,k ∈ {0, 1} ∀i ∈ P, ∀k ∈ V (3.27)

Q
(u)
i,k ∈ {0, 1} ∀i ∈ P, ∀k ∈ V (3.33)
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Appendix B
Task Graph Model
Here, the mixed-integer linear program for the Task Graph model is summarized. Given
is a graph with 2n nodes, the first n nodes stand for the customers’ origins and the nodes
n+ 1 to 2n for the customers’ destinations. Furthermore, an artificial depot 2n+ 1 is added
in the model, from which all the cars start and at which all the cars end.

Parameters and Notations:

We define the vertex set TV of our task graph TG = (TV, TE) as TV = {0} ∪ V1 ∪ V2 ∪ V3
containing the following components:

• P = {1, . . . , n} the set of origins

• D = {n+ 1, . . . , 2n} the set of destinations

• N = P ∪D the set of all nodes

• N ′ = N ∪ {0} the set of all nodes plus the artificial depot 0

• ξi the earliest departure times from origins and λi the latest arrival times at destinations

• di,j the distances and ti,j the travel times between two nodes

• µi the maximal walking distance of customer i

• Mi, Ni,j and Oh,i,j big enough to make the corresponding constraints feasible

• V1 := {ϑ1, . . . , ϑn} with ϑi = (i, i + n) ∈ (P ×D) for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n} the vertices in
the task graph of TV corresponding to one-customer trips.

• The set of all two-customer trips

V2 :=
n⋃
i=1

V2,i,

where V2,i contains exactly those two-customer trips ϑi,j ∈ (P × P ×D ×D) that are
time feasible.

• In the case n ≥ 3, the set of all three-customer trips

V3 =
n⋃
h=1

V3,h,

where V3,h contains exactly those three-customer trips ϑh,i,j ∈ (P×P×D×P×D×D)
that are time feasible.

• κϑ the trip’s earliest end time
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• λϑ the trip’s latest end time

• tϑ the minimum time needed to carry out the trip without any waiting times

• vϑ the start location of the trip

• wϑ the end location of the trip

• dϑ the total distance of the trip

Variables:

The following variables are used in the DARP model:

zi =

1 if customer i is not served at all
0 otherwise

xϑ,θ,k =

1 if vehicle k visits node θ after node ϑ
0 otherwise

yk =

1 if vehicle k stays in the depot
0 otherwise

τϑ,k =

vehicle k’s completion time of trip ϑ if vehicle k carries out trip ϑ on its tour
0 otherwise.

uϑ,k =

1 if vehicle k carries out tour ϑ
0 otherwise,

Uϑ =

1 if tour ϑ is carried out by any vehicle
0 otherwise,

Parameters for the Objective Function:

• α as the initial fare for using a car

• β as the fare charged for driving one kilometer

• γ1 as the fixed cost for owning a car

• γ2 as the average cost per kilometer (fuel, tolls, etc.)

• ϕ as the cost for a not served customer
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Objective:

Maximize the profit of our company:

max α
∑

ϑ∈TV \{0}
Uϑ + (β − γ2)

∑
ϑ∈TV \{0}

Uϑdϑ − ϕ
∑
i∈P

zi − γ1
∑
k∈V

(1− yk)

Constraints:

• Define variables uϑ,k as the sum of all outgoing trips from node ϑ by vehicle k:

uϑ,k =
∑
θ∈TV,
θ/∈TTVϑ

xθ,ϑ,k ∀ϑ ∈ TV \ {0},∀k ∈ V (3.36)

• Define variables Uϑ as the number of visits at node ϑ:

Uϑ =
∑
k∈V

uϑ,k ∀ϑ ∈ TV \ {0} (3.37)

• Only one node from the set TVh for each h ∈ P can be visited:∑
ϑ∈TVh

Uϑ ≤ 1, ∀ϑ ∈ TV (3.38)

• Either exactly one node from the TVh is visited or customer h is not served at all:

zh = 1−
∑

ϑ∈TVh
Uϑ, ∀h ∈ P (3.39)

• In each node, the inflow is equal to the outflow:∑
θ∈TV,
θ/∈TTVϑ

xϑ,θ,k =
∑
θ∈TV,
θ/∈TTVϑ

xθ,ϑ,k ∀ϑ ∈ TV, ∀k ∈ V (3.40)

• Either vehicle k starts its tour at the depot or does not leave it at all:∑
ϑ∈TV \{0}

x0,ϑ,k + yk = 1 ∀k ∈ V (3.41)

• Either vehicle k returns to the depot or has not even left it:∑
ϑ∈TV \{0}

xϑ,0,k + yk = 1 ∀k ∈ V (3.42)

• If a node ϑ is not visited by vehicle k, then τϑ,k is equal to zero:

τϑ,k ≤ λϑ · uϑ,k ∀ϑ ∈ TV \ {0},∀k ∈ V (3.43)
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• Ensure time consistency of the vehicle tours:

τϑ,k + tθ −Mθ(1− xϑ,θ,k) ≤ τθ,k ∀ϑ ∈ TV \ {0},∀θ ∈ TV \ {0}, θ /∈ TTVϑ,∀k ∈ V

(3.44)

• A trip ϑ does not start before its earliest departure time κϑ:

κϑ · uϑ,k ≤ τϑ,k ∀ϑ ∈ TV \ {0},∀k ∈ V (3.45)

• A trip ϑ does not end after its latest arrival time λϑ:∑
k∈V

τϑ,k ≤ λϑ ∀ϑ ∈ TV \ {0} (3.46)

• If a vehicle k is empty after a particular node, then there has to be another node in
walking distance for the corresponding customer so that the car can continue its tour:

xϑ,θ,k · dwϑ,vθ ≤ µvθ ∀ϑ ∈ TV \ {0},∀θ ∈ TV \ {0}, θ /∈ TTVϑ,∀k ∈ V (3.47)

• Binary variables:

xϑ,θ,k ∈ {0, 1} ϑ ∈ TV, ∀θ ∈ TV \ TTVϑ,∀k ∈ V (3.48)

yk ∈ {0, 1} ∀k ∈ V (3.49)

uϑ,k ∈ {0, 1} ∀ϑ ∈ TV \ {0},∀k ∈ V (3.50)

Uϑ ∈ {0, 1} ∀ϑ ∈ TV \ {0} (3.51)

zi ∈ {0, 1} ∀i ∈ P (3.52)
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